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FOREWORD 
Lincoln College, the College of Agriculture of the University 
of Canterbury, sponsors an active research and teaching programme 
in hydrology, soil conservation and water resources developmento 
The purpose of these Papers is to communicate research results and 
new developments in these fields as rapidly as possible, and 
particularly to report the results of projects undertaken in con-
junction by the Department of Agricultural Engineering and the 
New Zealand Agricultural Engineering Institute. From time to time 
the opportunity will be taken to publish material originating 
elsewhere in New Zealand with which the College is associated and 
which could not otherwise be made available. 
The Lincoln Papers in Water Resources are published by the 
New Zealand Agricultural Engineering Institute and printed by the 
Lincoln College Press. All enquiries should be addressed to the 
Information Officer, New Zealand Agricultural Engineering Institute~ 
Lincoln College Post Office, Canterbury, New Zealand. 
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PREFACE 
Volumes 1 and 2 of the Lincoln Papers in Water Resources 
comprise the papers presented at a Symposium on Water Resources 
Development which was arranged by the Engineering Section of the 
40th ANZAAS Congress and organised by Lincoln College Staff. 
The full programme for the Symposium Was as follows; 
Thursday 25th January 
Chairman: F.M. Henderson, University of Canterbury 
(a) The Atmospheric Phase 
1. Hydrometeorological contribution to the development and 
control of water resources - D.N. Body. Commonwealth Bureau 
of Meteorology. 
2. Estimating the probable maximum precipitation in remote 
areas - C.J. Wiesner, University of New South Wales. 
3. Rainfall variability and reliability in New Zealand -
J. Coulter) N.Z. Meteorological Service. 
Chairman: J.R. Burton, Lincoln College 
(b) The Land Use Phase 
4. Effects of agricultural land use on water quality -
K. O'Connor? D.S.I.R., Lincoln. 
5. Watershed management - problems and possibilities -
J.F. Holloway, N.Z. Forest Service 
6. Evaluation of changes in the land-use regime - W.C. Boughton, 
Lincoln College. 
Friday, 26th January 
Chairman: J.R. Burton, Lincoln College 
(c) The Control Phase 
7. Theory and practice in water resource system design ~ 
D.T. Howell, University of New South Wales. 
8. The Tongariro Power project - H. James, Ministry of Works. 
9. Irrigation development in the New Zealand environment -
R. Lobb, N.Z. Department of Agriculture. 
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PREFACE (Contd) 
Chairman: T.D.J. Leech, Cooma, New South Wales. 
(d) The Socio-Economic Phase 
10. Economic evaluation for water rC'sourCCEi developm€l11; -
R. Jensen, Lincoln College. 
11. Legislation for water resources development - D.G. ~cGill, 
Ministry of Works~ 
12. Education for water resources developllic·nt - Jol~o Burton~ 
Lincoln College. 
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ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS 
HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE 
DEVEL OP MENT AND CONTROL OF WATER RES OURCES, 
Mr, DoN 0 Body 
Hy drome te orological Se c tion, Co mmonwealth 
Bureau o f Meteorology, Melbourne , 
l~.ustraliao 
Hydrometeorology c an be c::; onsidered to b e the study of the 
occurren c e and mo v e ment of water fr om t h e ~lme l L appe ars as pre-
cipitation u n t i l it is lost to either the o c e an , g roundwater 
storap; c or back to the a tmosp'here o It i s duri ng this phas e of the 
hydrologi c cycle that most use is made and th e g reates t c ontro l can 
be exercised on t he water resource provide d by pre cipitation o 
If the water resourc e is to b e used effic iently. both in terms 
of development and contr ol , i t wi ll be essential for close co-opera-
tion to be maintained be t ween meteorologists i hydrologists and 
agriculturalistso 
Increased c apacity for data colle c tion and analysis and the 
introduction of numer ical me t hods c an be expected to lead to an 
improv ement in objective forecast ing techniques. Future research 
should also lead to a better unders tanding of precipitation produc-
ing mechan isms from whic h more adequate methods for providing 
hydrolog ic design c riteria can be expected to emerge . 
The paper describes the current situat i on in these fields and 
examines likely future developments. 
ESTIMATING THE PROBABLE MAXIMUM 
-PRECIPITl't'J'ION I N REMOTE AREAS 
Mr. C, 3 o Wi esne r 
Seni o r Lecture r , S c hool nf Civil Eng ineering, 
Universi t y of Ne w South Wales , Austra l ia. 
As part of the ass es s me nt of the wate r resources of a region , 
the probable maximum flood i s requir e d . A r ational method of estim-
ating this i s thro u gh e v aluations of the Probable Maximum Pr ec ipi t a -
tion (P.M.P,) 
In remote areas where data is absen t, scanty , or poorly docu-
mented , it is p ossible to estimat e t h e P.M.P. by using the data o f 
other regions appropriate l y a djusted. Some of t his data is given 
and described . 
The temporal patterns of the probabl'e max i mum storms are 
discussed. 
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THE VARIABILITY AND RELIABILITY 
OF RAINFALL IN NEW ZEALAND 
Mr. J.D. Coulter, 
New Zealand Meteorological Service 
A knowledge of the variability of rainfall in space and time 
is needed in planning water supply undertakings. Honthly rainfall 
variability in space and time and the variations of seasonal rain-
falls from year to year are discussed using data from New Zealand 
rainfall stations. 
EFFECTS OF AGRICULTUHAL LA.ND USE ON 
WATER QUALITY 
Dr. K"Fo O'Connor, 
Grasslands Division~ D.S.I.R.? Lincoln. 
The quality of water as a resource for development may be 
affected by agriculture. This is seen in changes in discharge 
patterns of streams because of changes in runoff and infiltration 
characteristics, and in addition of materials to water bodies, 
either as solids in suspension or in solution. Additions to water 
may arise from erosion of soil, leaching or direct additions of 
agricultural chemicals, products or residues. Some of the principal 
dimensions of these phenomena are outlined for New Zealand in 
particular. Their significance for integrated water resource 
development and agricultural water use planning is discussed. 
WATERSHED MANAGEMENT - PROBLEMS 
AND POSSIBILITIES 
Mr. J.T. Holloway, 
New Zealand Forest Service 
Wherever the principal objective of watershed management is 
river control, action must primarily centre on the lands that 
produce the most water and/or the most sediment. In New Zealand, 
these are mountain lands. 
Problems in Now Zealand are those common to all high-rainfall, 
mountainous countries~ compounded by the frequent occurrence of 
infertile soils of low erosion resistance and of strongly shattered 
bed~rock~ by an exceptionally rapid worsening of climate with alti-
tude gain, by frequent inaccessibility and by strict limitations 
of finance and manpower. 
In these circumstances a severely realistic attitude is 
essential in considering possible management plans. The immediate 
task is to prevent further damage to watersheds. This must come 
from continued control of fire and better control of introduced 
domestic and wild animals. 
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Restoration of an adequate vegetation cover to lands already 
de nuded will not be pract~cable without a much greater investment 
in research. Man i pulation of vegetation to control water yield~ as 
oppos ed t o erosion control , is so far a theoretical possibility 
only . 
EVALUATION OF CHANGES IN THE 
LAND-USE REGI ME 
Mr . W.C. Boughton, 
Senior Lecturer, Agricultural Engineering 
Department, Lincoln College. 
Hy drologic evaluation of land-use changes encompas s es a broad 
field of agricultural, forestry, and engineering ac tivity_ Becaus e 
of th e complexity of the hydrologic process~ it is difficult to 
dis t ingui s h the e ff e cts of such changes from natur a l variations in 
quaI l ty, quanti ty, peak rate .s and other cha racteri s tics of runoff_ 
A varie ty of e xperiment a l methods ranging from the very simple 
to the very c ompl ex h a ve b ee n used in attempting to evaluate these 
e ff ec t s. The varie ty of methods refl ec ts the va ri e ty of problems 
encompassed and the number of different disciplines concerned with 
the problems. 
The u se of plots, experimental catc hments, barometer water-
sheds, r ep r ese ntative basins, benchmark an d vigil networks and 
other metho ds for the collection of data, and methods of data 
analysis rangi ng from simple graphical correlations to multi-
variate analysis and mathematical catchment models are reviewed. 
Curr e nt u se of catchmen t models as a n ex pe riment a l met hod is 
described and poss ibl e future developm en ts of these models are 
explor ed . The need for integrated planning of da ta collection and 
data analysis is emphas ised. 
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HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL CONTR I BUTION TO THE DEVELOPMENT 
AND CONTROL OF WATER RESOURCES 
By D. N. Body 
Bur eau or Meteorology , Melbou r ne , Australia . 
I~rTEOD1TCTI ()l~ 
llydrom ~ t c orological effort has b e en tradi t ionally orient e d 
towar ds t h e e ngine er i ng aspect~ of water res ourc es deve lopm e nt . 
This is unders t andable as e ngine er i ng const ~u~ tion for the u tiliza -
tio n of surface water resources has dema nded dosi gn criteria whi ch 
have requ ired the comb ined ef f ortc of meteorologi s ts and hydro lo-
g i sts. However, it seems likely that the emphasis and direction of 
hydro - me t eor ologi cal e ffort may b e changed in the futur e t o that 
area in which t he vas t maj ority of Aust rali a ' c water resources are 
fO:lr:d ClYlct used" 
It has b een estimate d that Austral ia'~ Average Ann ual Rainfall 
lS near '7 inches whilo th e surface r un0ff carr ied i n the rivers is 
bet ween 1 and 2 inches . Some o f thc differe nc e between these 
figures is accounted for Ly de e p see page a nd evaporation from 
s urface streams but by f ar the grea t es t proportion is utilized by 
veg t;; ta t ion at the: point whe,re the precipitation occurs . This 
wate r, whi~h may be terme d non-transportable waterl cannot b e 
a ff ected or utiliz ed by engineering construction. The magnitude of 
this resource indicates that any move to improve the manner in 
which it is uti l ized would b e extr em~ly r~ward~ng and of the great-
es t significance t6 the national economy . 
Becaus ~ of the slower reaction time in agricultural and 
pas to r&l operat ions c ompared with that invol ved in r eservoir 
operat io n. the time G~ ale over wh ich hydrometeorological forecasts 
are r e quired i s much greater in this context . I n spite of t his, 
t her e are Borne indi c ations that the future holds promise for 
development of us e ful c rit e ri a in this field. 
DESIGN ASPECTS OF ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENTS IN WATER RESOURCES 
UT .LLIZATION 
Th e design procoss which l e ads to the construction of a water 
supply reservoir can be co nveniently div ided into two phases . The 
fi rst of t h 0 3H deals wit h the provision of an inflow design flood 
for ,spi 1. 1\va:y~ design a nd th e s econd in~v"C; :;. VE..' S t}lC dct.ermlna ·~~ lQr; of 
rGservoir capaci ty a n d op0rating procedurss to meet the req uired 
demand . Th~ farioue areas of investigation together with a s uggested 
sequence in which these would b e undertaken i s given in Fig.1. 
Those invest igations in which hydrometeorolog i sts could be expected 
t o make a major contribution are shown in the double ou tline . 
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Dealing firstly with the aspect of the spillway design flood, 
mo d e rn prac t ice adopts the conc~pt of the estimated extreme precipi-
t a t i on as the basis for the determination of this design parameter. 
S u~ h a pro ce dl1re is bas e d upon the ass umptio n that storms producing 
ma jor rainfa lls do 80 because of high efPici ~n cy and that had the 
a ir mass from which the rain was produc ed been at a high e r dew 
point then an even greater depth of precipita tion would have been 
produced. To this adjustment is added the concep t or tranG tio n 
in which provided the rainfall pattern produce d is assesse d as being 
little affect e d by orography, the storms ar e moved to the c atchment 
under consideration from other localities. 
The major disadvantages of this procedure ha ve been its 
reliance on storms observed within the period of synoptic r e cord 
and the difficulty of deciding the quantitativ e e ffects of orography 
in the observed storm and in the area to which transposition is 
required. Brunt (1967) in his paper presented to the Institution 
of Engineers' Hydrology Symposium found that, so fa r as tropical 
cyclones were concerned, the only two factors which were significant 
in regard to tho rain producing capacity of these systems over areas 
up to 10 1 000 sq uare miles, were dew point and orography. Orography 
in this case was measured by the rather simple proce dure of deter-
mining the a verage ele vation of the most i ntense rain centres. 
Inv estigations of the behaviour of th e atmosphere and the effect 
of vertical motion associated with orography wh ich are at present 
under wa y in U.S.A . and India and which a re planned also for 
Australia, should lead to the development of procedures whi ch will 
allow orographically produced rainfall tobs ide ntified and separa t ed 
from that produced by the dynamics of th e storm mechanism. The 
suc cessful separation of the rainfall from these two sources will 
enable a much more realistic application o f the transposition par t 
of the theory for the est i mati on of extre me precipitation. 
There is another aspect of the provision of estimates of 
extreme precipi tation which is becoming increas ingly important wi t h 
the construc tion of dams with large surface areas and small spillways. 
Under such condi tions dosign floods over p e riods of up to 10 days 
are required. To provide these figures it is necessary to define 
the probability of two major rain producing storm occurring within 
such a period. Prel iminary investigations i ndicate that the occurr-
e nc e of such a se quence has a probabili well in excess of that to 
be expected by chan ce. However, because of the fac t that extreme ly 
rare ev ents are being studied the sample is n e ces s arily very small. 
An extension of this s ame probl em i s fuce d in very large c atch-
ments where the extreme flood would be produced by a seq uence of 
storm events extending ovo r a period of weeks and perhaps months . 
The introduction of large capacity computers of high speed 
has enahled meteorologists to model the atmo2 phere and to reac h a 
stage of proficiency which allows synoptic sequences of up to some 
weeks t o be successfully simulated. There appears to be a reason-
able chance that these procedures will enable the establishment o f 
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an initial condition in which a major rain is inherent, and enable 
the study of the possibilities associated with the synoptic sequence 
following such an event. 
~he other phase involved in the design of engineering develop-
ment of water resources is that of designing the capacity of the 
reservoir to serve the demand or perhaps to design the development 
to be based upon a given safe draft. This process is now generally 
recognised as being basically statistical rather than empirical. 
In Fig. 1 the connection between the panels detailing a catch-
ment runoff model and streamflow time aeries has been shown as 
dotted indicating that design of reservoir capacity does not necess-
arily involve a catchment model. However, it is interesting to 
speculate just how far any design can proceed using the historical 
streamflow record alone. As the reservoir will be required to 
supply demand in the future, then it is the future inflow sequence 
which is of interest. Two panels indicate possible modifications 
in the future which would be expected to produce variations in the 
streamflow regime and would need to be taken into account in any 
reservoir yield studies. These are precipitation modification and 
the change in evapotranspiration caused by changes in land use. A 
third modifying factor is the use of water upstream of the reservoir 
for pumped irrigation or perhaps in another reservoir. 
It appears that the only satisfactory way in which the effects 
of the modifying influences can be established is to use a catch-
ment runoff model to produce an estimate of the future streamflow 
time series on which to base the design. 
OPERATION A.SPECTS OF ENGINEERING DEVELOPHENTS IN WATER RESOURCES 
UTILIZATION 
Forecasts of future precipitation and the consequent changes 
in streamflow would obviously be of very great assistance in the 
management of water resources. In the forecast content it is con-
venient to subdivide the problem into two categories based on the 
period of the forecast. Short-term forecasts relate to a period 
up to 10 days in the future while long-term forecasts are for 
periods beyond this time. 
Fig.2 sets out possible sequences of events which could 
follow adequate forecasts of precipitation and runoff. In the 
short-term the main interest is in flood flows while in the longer 
term periods of less than normal rainfall assume the major importance'. 
Much of the consequent action to the issue of flood forecasts 
has alreaiy been developed successfully in many countries. In 
AUf:) tralia j (;ngineering au thori tieG respons ible for the operation of 
reservoirs have been singularly reluctant to accept forecasts as a 
basis for operating the dam as a flood control structure. However j 
there is no doubt that procedures are already available to allow 
adequate forecasts to be made, based upon observed rainfall, and 
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precipitation forecasts giving some hours lead time are within sight. 
U.S. workers have identified areas of precipitation ani gener a : 
quantities up to four days ahead with sufficient accuracy to allow 
emergency services to be alerted. The possibilities of this approach 
being adopted in the southern hemisphere would seem to be limited 
by the lack of observing sites with presently available instrumenta-
tion. Future developments will undoubtedly pro vide the oppor t u n ity 
of reaching a similar level of confidence in this hemisphere. 
In regard to the longer term forecasts. there is no obvious 
method which at this time would lead one to prophesy that specific 
quantitative forecasts of precipitation could be given for periods 
co ve ring a sufficient time in the future, to make it worthwhil e for 
long term planning in the agricultural and pastoral sphere. While 
it is doubtful whether specific forecasts cculd be achieved y t here 
does seem to be a possibility that an outlook based upon a probability 
approac h could be given , which would be of assistance in the long 
term planning of water resources management in these important 
field,g. 
AGRICULTURAL AND PASTORAL PLANNING FOR WATER RESOURCES UTILIZATION 
As already sta.ted the response time for planning in agricul t. ure 
and pastoral industries is such as to make the possibilities of 
specific quantitative forecasting rather remote. However s recognis-
ing that a major proportion of Australia's water resource is used 
by vegetation where it falls as precipitation the Bureau of 
r'Ietcorology has prepared on behal f 0 f the Aus traJ.ian Water Resol).rces 
Council a publication which sets out details of the distribution of 
monthly rainfall and evaporation. A sample of the form of tabula-
tion used to display the rainfall data is given in Fig.3o Because 
of the marked skewness associated with monthly rainfall the data 
are presented in the form of percentiles with the median value 
being accepted as the "normal ll rainfall. Tho mo.st interesting part 
of these tabulations, from the point of view of water resourc e s 
planning, is Part B of Fig.3. This gives the values of the 10 th 9 
50th and 90th percentile rainfalls for runs of consecutive mo nths. 
This allows rainfall statistics to be read direc t ly for any c on t in-
uous seque nce of months. 
An illustration of the use to which this form data can b e p u t 
is the use of the data for the months November to March inclusive 
to provide an indication of the probability that the severe drought 
in western Vistoria and South-east South Australia might break 
before the Autumn of 1968. Fig. 4 shows the isohyets for the median 
rainfall for these five months while Fig. 5 shows the isohyets of 
the 10th percentile rainfall. 
Using the average evaporation for each of these months the 
amount of rainfall required to promote and sustain growth was deter-
mined using the approach of Prescott et ala (1948). Isohyets of 
this rainfall are shown in Fig. 6. By using Figs. 4 and 5 it was 
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possible to superimpose on this figure the areas in which there is 
at least a 50 per cent chance of achieving the required rainfall 
and the area where there is a 90 per cent chance. On the basis of 
this work it was possible for the Government to take steps to 
arrange continuing drought relief in the western district and for 
the movement of valuable stock to the eastern regions where the 
probability of receiving sufficient rainfall was higher . 
This work does not mean that the drough t will not break in 
western Vietoria or that there will not be a drought in eastern 
Victoria but it does provide an objective basis on which to base 
decisions. 
Another project which may be mentioned under this heading is 
one which will be of assistance to farmers and all householders 
who rely for their domestic water supply on the runoff from the 
house roof, In its minor way it has all the essentials which are 
involved in the problem of designing a reservoir to meet a given 
demand. 
For a selected daily demand it is possible to determine the 
basic impervious area which would be required to just meet this 
demand from the average annual rainfall if it is assumed that 
there is sufficient storage to damp out all variations from year to 
year. Fig.7 gives this relationship in graphical form. 
In order to provide for periods when there is no rain and to 
make the most use of the rain when it falls, it is necessary to have 
some storage and to have an impervious area somewhat greater than 
the basic area given by this graph . Fig.7 is applicable in a l l 
regions as it depends only upon the average annual rainfall? but 
to determine the combination of storage and impervious area to meet 
the chosen demand for a given probability of providing full supply ~ 
it is necessary to consider the time distribution of the rain at 
the particular site. 
Fig.8 shows the relationship between storage 9 impervious area 
and probability of providing full supply for Meekatharra in Western 
Australia where the mean annual rainfall is 8.28 inches. 
For example, let us assume that the householder wishes to be 
assured of a daily demand of 20 gallons, Then for Meekatharra from 
Fig,7 the basic impervious area would be 1800 square feet. If our 
householder accepted a 95 per cent probability of full supply! then 
from Fig. 8 it can be seen that he has a number of combinations of 
s torage and impervious area which will meet this level of guaranteed 
supply. If his roof area is twice the basic area of 1800 square 
feet, a large house, he can achieve his design performance with a 
storage of 120 times his cho,sen daily demand l 10 e. 2400 gallons. 
The interesting aspect of this apparently simple problem is 
that at any given combination of storage and impervious area, the 
probability of full supply is dependent upon the time sequence in 
which the rainfall occurs. As it is impossible to forecast this 
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sequence, the values of the probabilities given in Fig . 8 are 
themselve s subject to a probability distribution. In fact, a com-
bination of storage and impervious area chosen from Fig.8 has a 
95 per cent probability that it will reach the indicated level of 
performance. This probability is established by constructing from 
the existing historical record a series of new samples by a random 
selection of monthly rainfalls. 
cor~CLUS IONS 
With the increasing understanding of the atmospheric processes 
which c a use major rainfalls and the d.evelopment of soundly based 
cat c hment runoff models, there is reason . to believe that the design 
criteria for the engine&ring structures associated with the utiliza-
tion of water resources will become mor e soundly based. This will 
apply to both the spillway design flood aspect and the yield problem . 
The awareness that the vast majori t y of Australia's water 
resource is unavai lable for control by engineering structures is 
expected to lead to a change in emphasis in hydrometeorological 
investigations. In this change, the problem of forecasting! or a t 
least indicating the probabilities associated with seasonal rainfall i 
will assume greater importance. 
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Brunt, A.T. ':967 
Prescott~ J.A. and 
JoA. Thomas, 1948 
REFERENCES 
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~C'P'TAT'O-N ] [ LAND USE MODIFICATION MODIFICATION OF E V A POT RA NS P I RA T I ON 
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PRECIPITATION EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 
TIME SERIES TIME SERIES 
1 CATCHMENT RUNOFF 1 
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/ ! 
, 5 LOWT 'ME / SERIES 
~--~---
FLOOD DATA I 
FLOOD WARNING 
AND FORECASTING 
-----. 
-----.,.: 
~-~ 
~----
r--:::-EFIVOIR CAPACITY L__ DESIGN 
RESERVa," OPERAT'N~ 
PROCEDURES 
-~~ ---- ---~--
- -
-------
--
--_._-------
FLOOD PLAIN OCCUPANCY 
RULES 
REGULATED STREAMFLOW 
TIME SERIES 
~o PROTECT,aN 
WORKS 
ALLOCATION OF REGULA'TED 
FLOW 
Note Boxes wIth double edging Indicate those activIties In which 
hydrometeoro/ogists would make a mO/or contribution. 
Fig. 1 Planning water resources utllizatioli. The design process. 
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SHORT TERM 
(Up to 10 days) 
PRECIPITATION 
FORECASTS 
l 
CATCHMENT RUNOFF 
MODEL 
1 
--
STREAMFLOW 
FORECASTS 
LONG TERM 
(over 10 days) 
PR ECIPITATION 
FORECASTS 
.-----------------
AGRICUL TURAL 
AND PASTORAL 
PLANNING 
CATCHMENT 
RUNOFF MODEL 
STREAMFLOW 
FORECASTS 
r--------_ 
FLOOD EMERGENCY roe-SERVICES 
1 
EVACUATION OF 
FLOOD PLAIN 
PRE-RELEASES 
FROM RESERVOIRS 
1 
MODIFICATION OF 
IRRIGA TION RELEASES 
! 
HYDRO-ELECTRIC 
GENERATION 
ALLOCATION OF 
RESERVOIR RESOURCES 
RATIONING OF 
RELEASES FOR 
PARTICULAR USES 
Note: Boxes with double edging indicate those activities in which 
hydrometeorologists would make a ma,or contribution. 
Fig 2 Planning water resources utilization. Use ollorecasts. 
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Fig. 5 Rainfall, November - March, no! exceeded during one period in ten. 
Single hatching denotes area in 
which there is 50o~ chance of obtaining 
minimum rainfail to promote and maintain 
growth. Double hatching denotes area 
in which there is a 90~~ chance of obtain-
ing this rainfall. 
Fig.6 Minimum rainfall required to promote and maintain pasture growth. (Prescott) 
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INTIWDUCTI ON 
ESTIMATING THE PROBABLE MAXIMUM 
-~-""~"' •• -< . • ~~-. ,~. ' ., .. , -,"- " . ~-
PRECIPITATION IN REMOTE AREAS 
C.,J, 'Xiesner, 
University of New South Wales, 
Australia. 
One of the features of the water resources of a region is its 
flood potential. This may be defined by estimates of floods of spe c i -
fied recurrence intervals and the probable maximum flood. These 
e~timates are used in the design of water ways, dam spillways, river 
diversions, drainage works, and flood mitigation projects . The tech -
niques used in estimating these floods are an important section of 
hydrology and are described in textbooks and their associated 
references. 
A rational method of estimating the probable maximum flood makes 
use of the probable maximum precipitation (P.M.P.) This can be defined 
as that de p th of precipitation, which, for a given area and duration g 
can be reached but not exceeded, under known meteorological conditions. 
The estimation of the P.M.P. is on~ of the concerns of Hydro-
meteorology, defined in the restrictive sense as that study of the 
atmospheric processes which affect the water resources of the earth. 
P.M.P. is briefly discussed in the texts (1. 2. 3) and in more detail 
in the publications of the Hydrometeorological Branch of the U.S. 
Weather Bureau, and in num erous articles (4, 5, 6). 
MAXIMUM DEPTH DURATION AREA DATA. 
The methods of hydrometeorology require large amounts of data 
which must be processed and analysed. These are be s t handled by 
specialised groups of engineers and meteorologist s combi ning in a hydr o-
meteorological section. A successful method considers the int e nse 
storms which have occurred within a meteorologically homogeneous zone 
and expresses them in terms of the maximum depths of rainfall experienced 
over various areas . This is the storm's depth duration area ( D.D.A.) 
dat a . (7.8). The conditions under which these :3 t orms can be transpos e d 
and maximized are determined. Information is needed on the properties 
of the air masses involved in the storm and region. the space-time 
relationships of precipitation 9 the storm mechanism and the storm's move -
ments. It may then be possible to transpose and maximize the storms to 
the project basin and obtain estimates of the probable maximum pre ipita -
tiona Thus a c omprehensive observational network nee ds to be maintaine d 
for a considerable length of time to adequately document some of the 
more intense storms which are likely to occur. 'This and the lack of 
skilled staff limit the application of the method. It has been most 
thoroughly applied in the United States where the major storms have be s n 
analysed. The maximum depths achieved in these U.S . storms for th e 
various durations and areas are given in Table 1. In other countr i e s 
storms have approached but not exceeded these values which are taken a s 
world maximum D.D.A. data. 
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MAXIMUM RAINGAUGE FALLS 
The distinction between rain gauge falls or "pointf! rainfall and 
depth duration data is well known and both have their uses in engineer-
ing design. Raing~uge figures lend themselves to statistical analysis 
and tho estimation of rainfall of various return periods. Depth-
duration-area data allow for the space variation of precipitation and 
are adapted to the determination of the probable maximum precipitation. 
The maximum depth-duration-area data are given in table 1 and it is as 
well to consider the world's maximum point rainfalls. These have 
recently been reviewed by PAULHAUS (1965)9., who fitted the equation 
P = 16.6D·475 where P is the raingauge precipitation in inches over 
duration D in hours. From this equation the probable maximum raingauge 
depths or cloudburst rainfalls may be estimated and are given in table 2. 
Table 2. Probable maximum cloudburst rainfall 
Duration Hin. Depth in. Duration (hr) Depth in" 
5 '+.76 1 6.6 
10 6.8 2 23.4 
15 8.3 "3 28.7 
20 9.6 1+ 33.2 
30 11.8 5 37.0 
45 14.4 6 40.6 
The extreme rainburst falls or cloudbursts are due to a combination 
of extraordinary circumstances. For example, air of very high moisture 
content flows into an officient storm aided by favourable topography to 
give high rainfall at perhaps only one gauge of a network. Also, short 
duration cloudbursts can result when the liquid water, accumulated over 
a small area is suddenly released due to the collapse of the vertical 
supporting current. 
The cloudburst rainfall is decidedly local and table 2 refers to 
raingaugs depths. However, a detailed examination of cloudbursts in 
the U.S. has established an approximate relationship between the rain-
fall at a point and small areas. This is shown in figure 1 and can be 
used to extrapolate the intense point rainfalls to larger areas. 
As table 2 is based on world figures, each of which is associated 
with peculiar conditions, it represents an overall upper limit to point 
rainfalls of the given duration. The amounts are so vastly greater 
than anything most people have experienced that the probability of their 
occurrence must be considered remote. However, the figures indicate an 
overall maximum and the only justification of using them in design is 
when the exceptional conditions d~scribed might occur in the project 
basin. 
THE PROBLEM OF THE BASIN ~ITHOUT DATA 
The problem of inadequate data is all too frequent in Hydrology 
as water projects are often planned in the isolated and unsettled 
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por~lons of river val l eys. Fur thermore ~ in the under-developed and lese 
sophisticated countries there is an urgent need fo r water conservation 
proje c ts and data has not been collected in the past . It follows that 
it is necessary to consider the data whi ch can be transposed and the 
conditions governing i t s use . In partic ular, tables 1 and 2 will b e 
examined to see what parts of them can be used to estimate the P.M.P. 
in remote areas. 
Earlier reports and papers (10, 11, 12) have made use of maximum 
D.D .A . data up to 19499 but these values were revised by the occurrence 
of the Yankeetown storm of September 3 , 7, 1950. No hi gher values have 
been repor ted s ince. The generalised diagrams , maps, and formulae pro-
duced in the early reports are valuable but the direct transposition 
and maximization of the basic data is preferred as it eliminates smooth-
ing errors and is applicable to all sites. 
In order to know which parts of table 1 can be used the storms con-
tributing to it must be examined and classified. This has been done by 
the Hydromet. Branch of U.S. Weather Bureau in their numerous repor ts 
(10. 13), and by the Corps of Engineers , (1 4) . 
THE STRUCTURE OF THE INTENSE STORMS 
The storm mechanisms involve d in table 1 were not simple and were 
particularly complicated in the long duration and large area storms. 
Quite often a number of storm models were involved~ the topog raphical 
one being significant and unique to the area concerned. However, some 
generalisations can be made about the lower duration~ small area storms. 
These were found to be predominantly of the converge nt type described 
by the U.S. Weather Bureau 13 and Paulhaus and Gilman4 (1953). In this 
model inflow occurs in the lower layers with high moisture inflow and 
outflow at high levels where temperatures and moisture contents are 
very low. This is the most efficient of the storm models and produces 
heavy rain over small areas and for short durations. The thunderstorm 
is a particular example of the model. This type of mechanism, which is 
independent of topography or latitude, c an occur in all areas but not 
with the same intensity . The rainfall intensity has been successfully 
related to the moisture content of the inflowing air (4, 10, 12), and 
these efficient convergent models may thus b e transposed into most 
areas with the necessary adjustment for moisture content of th e air mass 
expected in the new site . The moisture factor is best expressed as the 
precipitable water above t he storm base; t hus the D.D.A. data of the 
efficient convergen t storm E can be maximiz ecl and transposed to mos t 
areas to obtain the P.M.P. The adjustment is -
P.M.P . = 
Storm de pth for 
Area and duration 
max. pre c ipitabl e water above basin 
actual preci pi t able water above 
;stOl~m 
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DETERMI NATI ON OF THE PRECI PI TABLE WATER 
Th e precipi table water , or perhaps, more correctly , the liquid 
equi valent of an a ir mass , is defined as the eq uiva lent linear depth o f 
water within a col umn if all the water vapour is condensed over the 
base are a of the column. It can be determined from its vertical temp -
erature and humidity s tructure. 15 In a storm situation ,when the air 
may be expec t e d to be saturated the precipitable wate r may be estimated 
from a knowledge of th e s urface dew point and the assumed saturated 
ps e udo adiabatic lapse rate, A suitable nomo gram for this purpose is 
given in the texts ( 1 , 2, 3) and is repro duc e d as figure 2. 
It follows that to transpose and maximize a storm, the representa-
tive storm de w point an d the maximum dew point a t the project site ar e 
significant and must be carefully determined . In the United S tates , 
the de w point which per s i s t s for 12 hours is taken as representati ve 
of the a ir mass which flo ws into the storm or basin. It is quoted in 
terms of its 1000 mb equivalen t for the sake of comparison and to g ive 
a base for adjustment. 
In s ome countries the dew point persisting for other durations is 
used. An empirical rel a tiogshi p has been established to adjust these 
to the 12 hour dew point. 1 For example, if the precipitable water 
at the 12 hour dew point is represented by 1.00 then the correspdnding 
frac tion for a 6 hr dew point is 1.04 and for a 24 hr dew point is .95. 
It i s s ometimes necess a ry to convert the dew point at a given 
height to the equivalent dew point at a different height assuming the 
air is saturated and the lapse rate is pseudo adiabatic. The appropria t e 
pseudo adiaba tic lapse rates in degrees F per thousand ft are 201 0 at 
78 0 , 2 , 2 0 a t 75°, 2.4 0 at 65°, and 2.6 0 at 60 0 , 
USE OF THE U, S . MAX IMUM D.D.A. DATA IN REMO TE AREAS. 
If, as stated in paragraph 5, the short duration (less than 24 hr ) 
and small area (below 1000 sq. mi) storms are convergent types which can 
be transposed into all locations, then the United States maximum DoD oA. 
data for under 24 hr and less than 1000 sq. mi. may be used in other 
countries. There is controversy regarding the size and duration of the 
transposable storms and some workers restrict these to storms of area 
less than 500 sq. mi. and duration under 12 hr. A more conservative 
practice limits the transposable U.S. storms to durations b elow 6 hr and 
areas less than 200 sq. mi. and states that they should only be used on 
a c oastal strip where high dew point air masses can be expected. 
However~ there is little doubt that the U.S. D.D.A. values represent 
uppe r limi ts for the small area, short duration storms and can form a 
base for es timating P.M.P . in areas where there is no other data. 
Appropriate adjustments are made for the precipitable water 
expec ted at the proje c t s ite to the representative amount appropriate 
t o the storms of t a bl e 1. In this way it is possible to obtain general-
ised estimates of P . M. P. for small areas and short durations. This has 
been done by the Hydrome t eo rological Branch of the U.S. Weather Bureau ! 
10, 13 and by Walpole in Australia. 11 Many studies have made use of 
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this t yp e of storr:: which is sometimes referred to as the thunder s t orm 
model. I t is doubted whether the high effici en cy of the se storms can 
be excee d ed g and, therefore, the only adjustme nt requir e d in new Loca-
tions is that of inflowing moisture or the precipitable water of the 
significant air mass . 
To det e rmine the P.M.P. at a remote catchment it is necessary to 
select from table 1 t he depths appropriate to the area of the catchm~nt, 
interpolating where necessary. De pths for th e durations significant to 
the catchment are taken so that a depth durat i on curve may be construc ted 
for the area of the catchment. Ea ch depth is multiplied by an adjust-
ment factor as mentioned in paragraph 5. That is P.M.P. = depth for 
catchment area and duration from table 1, multiplied by the maximum 
expected precipitable water above th e catchment divided by the actual 
precipitable water in the storm selected from tabl e 1. 
It will te noted that the storms of table 1 have occurred at dif f-
erent 1000 mb dew points. If it is assumed that the maximum dew point 
which may b e experienced is 78°F (12 hI') then the figures of table 1 
may be adjust e d to the dew point of 78°F. This has been done in table 
3. 
Table 3 - Maximum De th Duration Area Values for the U.S. adiusted to 
12 h r 1000 mb dew po~nt of 7 OF 
Are a Duration 11r Gl I 
Sq . I'H 1 3 6 12 1(1 24 
1 0 903 190 8 30.0 31e3 l+Cc 0 1+2.6 
100 6.3 15~ 5 2006 l 29.0 35.8 38.8 200 I 508 " L, ') 18.8 ~O ~ 3'+·,6 37.3 I ! r \') t'..- cooc. I 500 IL 9 1 201r 16.2 2701 32Q7 3600 i 000 I L~ ~ 1 ,] 0 0 5 140 '! 21+ 09 I 30.2 3303 
-
MAXHm l-1 Do D,A. VALUES FOR SHORT DURATIONS (I.,E.S;:; THAN 1 ER) 
Tabl e 1 has no max i mum values below 1 h r and the 1 and 3 hI' valuG s 
may b e suspect be cause of doub ts concerning th o techniq~es employed in 
evaluating de th duration area data . Th e us u al method / considers t h e 
rnass Cllrvc~s of rEi.in-fall a t points vvi thin the c torms a.nd 'we ights t h em 
f o r area. This may not fully allow for the storm movement or its areal 
and time varia~ionB . For example. an intenc e rain burst of 15 mins a s 
indicated by a p luviometcr is associated with a convergent cel l whic h 
mov es over the ca t c hment. Without knowing t he exte nt of the cellI l~S 
speed and direction of movement and the variation of rai nfall with time 
within the ce l l, it is diff i cul t to assess the maximum depth which would 
occur ove r a give n area within a short period of time. Extremely dense 
pluviograph networks with ac curately time synch~onised instruments would 
be necesf;Elry' te, dc:J. i,n !~~a. t ('3 t he storm for simuJtaneour; time periodso Th ·s' 
maximum 1 5 min. d e pth over an area is a functio n of the cells history 
and mov e ment in relation to that area. No compre hens ive analysis of 
this typ e is known. The rapid and local variations in rainfall inten8iti 2~ 
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are evidence of the quick fluctuations in moisture flow and vertical 
velocities common in convective cells and extremely hard to pin point. 
In spite of the limitations mentioned above there is a need for 
maximum D.D.A. values for low durations and until better techniques and 
observational procedures are developed the values of table 1 for 1 and 
3 hr will be accepted and values for lower durations estimated from the 
point mass curves of rainfall. AU. S. Weather Bureau report 17 gives a 
basis for estimation and it is concluded that for areas of from 10-200 
sq. mi. and a 1000 mb dew point of 780F, table 4 gives maximum D.D.A, 
values for durations less than 1 hr. 
Table 4. Maximum D.D.A. values for U.S. storms ad'usted to a 1000 mb 
dew point of 7 0 
Area Duration - min. 
Sq. Mi. 15 30 45 60 
10 4.1 6.2 8.0 9.3 
100 2.4 3.8 5.8 6.3 
200 1.9 3.3 4.6 5.8 
These values may be used and adjusted for water content of the 
prevailing air mass in the same way as the data of table 1. 
THE TEtJjPORAL PATTERN OF THE P.M.P. 
The movement of a storm cell over a catchment can give almost any 
time distribution of the precipitation dependent on the storm's direc-
tion 6f movement and speed in relation to the catchment. Thus it is 
reasonable to impose that time pattern to the maximum precipitation as 
would produce a maximum flood provided the time pattern is not meteoro= 
logically impossible. In fact, in their procedures, the Corps of 
Engineers propose that the most critical rainfall pattern be used. 
However, a few generalisations can be made from studies of high intensity 
storms. 
The mass curve of rainfall at a point does not necessarily represent 
the effect of a storm of known size and duration moving over a catchment 
of specified area. The type of storm, its size, movement and time varia-
tions in relation to catchment features such as shape y orientation and 
size are all significant and the net result might be obtained by trans-
lating a defined storm over a known catchment. This effect could be 
found in a practical way by using maps of simultaneous rainfall during 
small intervals of time. The effect of area is generally to damp out 
the point rainfall pattern and to give greater uniformity to the rain-
fall intensity. Also, as heavier storms occur~ a more uniform pattern 
is to be expected. 
Mass curves of 1 hr thunderstorms of varying intensities have been 
determined 13 and are shown in figure 3. These curves are similar to 
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t he ma xi:rum depth duration c t,rve 0 Mass c ur -: 8S of longer dura::;:'Lon StOL'" l11 S 
have also been examine d 18 l and the ave rage pd tte rn ~ or stor~G of 6 1 
12, 18 and 24 h r duration is shown in figure 3. The peak of maximum 
to the third quart e r i n the s torm of duration greater' t han 6 hr. Fi gu~e 
3 may be there fore us e d to estimate the mass curve o f a storm in 
re l ation to its intensity and duration. 
The translat ion of storms over a 375 s q. mi . catchment was examin sd ~3 
and a temporal pattern of the rainfall over the catchment during 6 h r 
was established. This is shown in figure 4 and demons t r ates trw damp ~_ ng 
effect of area upon the thunderstorm pa t tern. 
Where data is a vai l able the time pattern of the P.M.P. should b ~ 
similar to the intense storms which have occurred in the c atchment. 
Where ther e is no data one of the patterns mentioned above c an b e 
adoptedc 
CONCLUS I ONS 
The P . M.P. may be estimated in remote areas by using the Uni ted 
States maxim um depth , duration~ area data for durations less t han 12 
hours and areas bel o w 500 sq. m:L 9 and by mak ing an appropriate adj ust -~ 
ment using figure 2 for the maximum depth of precipi table wa t e r in the 
remote area c ompared to that experienced in the storm chosen. 
The temporal pa tterCl of the p , t,1, Po can be taken at) similar t o ·c h ·", 
intense storms experienced i n the area. If data on these is not avai l -
able then a suitable temporal pattern may be de duced f rom t ha t of 
heavy t hund e rstorms and general storms gi v en in figures 3 a nd 4 with 
adjustments for a rea, rainfall int ensi t y and storm durationc 
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Revised report on Maximum Possible 
Precipitation Los Angeles Area 9 
Californiac HydEomet? Report 
Noo 21Bo 
Extreme rainfall relationships 
Jouro of liyd. Diva of ProG. 
Am. Soc. Civ. Eng. HY 69 P 73-920 
Table 10 Maximum Depth, Durat i on, Area data for the United States (1960) 
Area Dura~ ion9 ' hr o I 
Sq o mi o 
1 3 6 12 18 24 36 48 72 
-
10 8 08 18 08b 24 07a 29 08b 36 03© 38 070 410 8 c 43 01© 4502© 
100 600b 14 07b 19 06b 26 03c 32 050 35 02c 3709c 38 09c: 40 0 6c 
200 505h 1305b 170 9b 2506~ 31040 34 02 <:: 3607c 3707c 39 020 
500 40 7b 11 08b 1504b 2406c 29 07c 320 7(; 35 000 36 00c 37 03«; 
1000 3 09b 10 0 0b 13 04b 2206<: 2704c 30 02c 32 090 33 070 34 ,, 9c 
2000 11 ,,2b 170 7(; 22 05(;: 2408c 27 03c 28 04c: 290 7(; 
5000 8 01bd 11 ,, 1b 14 01b 15050 18 07e 20 07e 24 04e 
10000 507d 70 9f 10 01 g 120 1 g 1501 e 17 04e 21 030 
20000 400d 6 00f ?0 9g 9 06g 1106e 13 08e 170 6e 
50000 20 5gh 4021 50 3g 603g 70 9g 8 09g 11 05j 
100000 107h 205hk 305g 4 03g 506g 6 06j 8 09j 
Storm Date Loca tion Dew Pto 
a J uly 170.1 8 9 1942 Smethport > Pa 74 
b September 8=10 9 1921 Thrall 9 Tex o 77 
c September 3 "~7 9 1950 Yankeetown9 Fl a a 76 
d June 27 = July 4 9 1936 Bebe 9 Tex a 78 
e June 27- July 1~ 1899 Hear ne g Tex a 75 
f April 12 
-
16 9 1927 Jefferson 9 Parish La o 72 
g Marc h 13 - 15 9 1929 El ba 9 Ala 67 
h May 22 
-
26 9 1908 Chattanooga 9 Okl a o 74 
i April 15 - 18 9 1900 Eutaw 9 Al a o 66 
j July 5 - 10 9 1916 BonifaY9 Fla . 76 
k November 19 = 22 9 1934 MillrY9 Ala 69 
w 
~ 
z 
w 
U 
Q:: 
W 
Q.., 
400~~~--~1~O~O~--~~~--~~~--~~~--~~400 
AREA (square miles) 
Figure 1 Depth - area relationship for cloud burst rainfall. 
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DEPTHS OF PRECIPITtdJLE "VATER IN A COLUMN OF 
AI R OF Gn'EN HEIGHT ABOVE 1000 MILLIBARS 
Assuming Sot'Jr't:'tion \l'ji1~1 a Ps·~'!'do-t\dicbatic Lapse 
Hate for the Indicated Sudcc''; T~mperatures 
TH1?[RA1'URE 
7e.o 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2 .. 0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 
PRECIPITABLE WATER (INCHES) 
TEMPERATURE 
4.5 5.0 
50.0 53.8 57.2 60.6 64.4 68.0 11.6 15.2 76.8 82.A ., 
10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28°C 
~-M~~~~~~ -71·-r~~r-~~==r~~~+=~~05 
-!) 
l: 
t 
~ 800 J 
.J 
-! 
FiaurA 2 
,<..+---hl'-t--h'-+---+-.... "'+---+---;.-c-+--i~~-+-.- 10 
1.5 
PRECIPITABLE W.l',TER (INCHES) 
Denth of nre.ci.nitahlo \!'Cd", , • n 8. co urnn of a r. 
6 
2.5 
')0 
o m ~ m ~ ~ ~ ro M ~ ~ 
PERCENTAGE OF STORM Of/NATION 
Figure .3 Mass CI./rve Qr fhund~rsr.,rm end gcnen:r/ s-f'orm. 
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INTRODUCT ION 
ON RAINFALL VARIATIONS IN NEW ZEALAND 
cT. D. Coulter 
N.Z. Meteorological 
.s ervice 
A t l as t year 1 s Aj',;ZAAS .conference in Mel bourne, drought was the 
main subject of at least one paper. In several others the effects 
on plants of water s hortages during periods of low rainfall were 
discuss e d. Dr ought was then, as no w, a matter of great concern in 
Australia. In par ts of the southeast, unusually deficient rainfall 
for se v e r a l yoars has had serious economic cOhsequences. 
In New Zealand , too, droughts ~nd dry spells are important in 
the consideration of water resources, although on a shorter time 
scale. Here ~ except in the limited areas of lowest average rainfall~ 
yearly rainfall totals are s eldom much less than the annual water 
n~eds of , vegetation. Thus, in New Zealand, for the most part, the 
dry p e riods of economic consequence for agriculture o~ engineering 
have durations of a few wee ks or a few months. 
Most rain in New Zeal and is associated with relatively large 
scale weather systems - depressions or frontal low pressure troughs -
which char acteristically g ive one or more days of .rain over large 
part s of the count r y. The intervening high pressure systems usually 
give several d~yB withou t much rain. The obvious coherence in rain-
fall dis t ribution associated with these moving systems is reflected 
in t h e statistical presistence found in daily rainfalls (see 
Finke lst ein 1967). Dry and wet spells of long<2r dur<;1tion appear to 
arise virtually at random, a lthough Seelye (1946) demonstrated a 
small de gree of persis~~nce in monthly ~ainfall. (The probabiliti 
of a dri er than average month following a 'dry month was 0.59). 
During a t ypical drought the troughs and centres of low pressure 
ar e weak. or pass far from the areas concerned , and they come 
b etween persistent strong anticyclones. Thus apparently by chance 
a s e ason occasionally occurs with very persistent or very widespread 
low rainfall. Such a season was experie nced, for example, in 1963-64 
whe n "drought disas t er"was officially declared in a number of 
districtt from Northland to Otago (Table 1), l a sting from spring 
1963 in Bo~e areas through the winter and spring of 1964 in others. 
(Fig. 1). . 
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Table 1 
Districts and seasons in which 'Drought Disaster' 
was declared, 1963 - 1964 
District 
Northland 
Thames (Auckland) 
Rotorua - Bay of Plenty -
Taupo 
Wairoa (Easi Coast, N.I.) 
Hawkes Bay 
Wairarapa 
Ashburton County (Canterbury) 
Mackenzie Country(Canterbury) 
North-Central Otago 
Season 
Spring (1963), Summer, Autumn, Winter 
Summer, Autumn 
Spring (1963), Summer 
Summer, Autumn, Winter 
Summer 
Summer 
Autumn, Winter 
Summer, Autumn, Winter 
Winter, Spring (1964 ) 
Rainfall records from a large number of stations in New 
Zea~and are available for water resource studies. In the Meteorol-
ogical S,ervice recent work on rainfall has been concerned firstly 
wi th the distribution of seasonal rainfall over New Zealand, and 
secondly with the space relations of rainfall, on a monthly, 
seasonal and annual basis. 
The first oS the~e topics was chosen partly because the season 
of three calendar months is the order of duration of many of the 
major recorded ,droughts and the great mass of rainfall data is as 
yet available for electronic prodessing only as monthly totals. It 
waz considered useful to prepare maps of average seasonal rainfall, 
and to determine the variability, and examine the frequency distribu-
tions of seasonal rainfall. This work is to be reported in more 
detail ~Coulter and'Finkelstein, in preparation), but some results 
are briefly ,o\lt.1ined below. 
The second is an attempted step towards answering the questions: 
How exte.nsi va are New Zealand droughts? If one district has a 
drought of specified severity, which other districts are likely to 
be affected, and which are likely to be having a wet or a normal 
season? If quantitative answers to such questions can be found they 
should have implications for economic planning , e.g. concerning 
stock mqvements and feed reserves required for optimum agricultural 
production. 
SEASONAL RAINFALL DISTRIBUTION 
The distributions of rainfall totals in the calendar seasons 
(Summer: Dec. Jan. Feb., etc.) have been studied to supplement 
previous work on monthly and annual rainfall. It may be desirable 
in future to extend to other groupings of months as well as to work 
wi th shorter time intervals. However, the seasons are ,for ,some 
purposes a convenient unit ~ and they are c ommonly us ed fOT 
compB.risonGo 
The g e ographical distribution of average rainfall in New 
Zealand is well known, e.g. Fig. 2(a) shows average summer rain-
fall totals. These vary from more than 60 inches in Fiordland and 
the Alp'" to le l:: 6 than five inches in Can tral Otago. They are less 
than ten inches in most of Southland, Otago, Canterbury. Marlborough, 
the Wellington Province and Hawkes Bay, and in areas near Gisborne~ 
Hamilton and Auckland. As the potential evapotranspiration total 
for {:summer is approximately 10 - 11 inches in most of these areas 9 
an average summer rainfall, even if well distributed over the season, 
will provide less than full plant water needs'l and little ,or no 
water wi ll be available for runoff. Even a relatively small rain-
fall deficiency can then have signifi cant effects on agricultural 
production. 
Somewhat similar patterns of average rainfall are found in 
the other seasons. Figures 2(b) and 2( c ) show the season of highes t 
and lowest average rainfall, with the relevant percentage of the 
annual total shown where this exceeds 30 per cent or is less than 
20 per cent. No season anywhere gets very much more or less than 
a quarter of the annual rainfall on average. Some extremes are: 
16% in Central Otago in winter; 
more than 30% in the no~th and east of 
the North Island and in Banks Peninsula 
in winter; 
more than 30% in Central and North Otago 
in summer. 
Wi nt e r rai nfall predominates in the North Island and in t h e north 
of the South Island and about Banks Peninsula. In the remainder of 
the South Island summer or autumn rainfall predominates. (At many 
of the stations used in preparing these maps, 35 to 50 years of 
record were available. Another sample of similar length would not 
give precisely the same values. The probable sampling errors will 
be discussed in the paper on Seasonal Rainfall.) 
The Gtandard deviation of the seasonal rainfalls gives a 
measure c)f the seatter in indi vi dual s easona l totals. (Its value 
tends to bo greatest where the average is greatest.) The ratio of 
standard deviat ion to the mean, or coefficient of variation, (v). 
is shown in figure 3 for summer and winter. It i s generally 
greatest i n th o c ast of the country (and in the north in summer), 
exceeding 0.5 in a few places; and lowest in the south and west 
whe re it is often less than 0.2. There.are seasonal differences. 
Except in Otago g spring and winter have generally the lowest values. 
This distribution is broadly similar to t hat of monthly variability 
(Seelye 1940). For comparison, values of seasonal variability 
index (the ratio of the average of departures from the mean without 
rer-;ard to sign, to the mean) have a maximum of approximately 40 per 
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cent in summer and autumn in Hawkes Bay and Northland 9 and a 
minimum of 15 to 17 per cent on the west coast of the South Island 
in winter and spring. The range in monthly variability is from 
18 per cent at Puysegur Point in May to 77 per cent at Waimarama 
in Hawkes Bay in January. 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SEASONAL RAINFALL 
Seasonal rainfall is not normally distributed, as the distribu-
tions are zero bounded but include occasional very large values. 
Histograms of the distributions at representative long period 
stations whose records are considered to be relatively reliable 
show a varying degree of positive skewness. They show also that 
even with 50 - 60 years of record there are large irregularities 
in the observed frequency distributions for a single station. The 
irregularities could be largely eliminated if the separate station 
data were combined into a single composite series l but this would 
obliterate any geographical differences which might exist. 
Fitting of a theoretical curve has some value in that it can 
provide a compact representation of a large mass of data, and as 
it enables smoothed interpolations of quantile values to be made 
objectively. The theoretical "gamma" distribution (Thorn 1958) has 
been found to give good fit to precipitation climatological series 
(Thorn 1966). Applied to New Zealand seasonal rainfall series it 
appears to fit the actual distributions satisfactorily. 
The gamma frequency distribution is defined by its probability 
demdty function 
9 (x:) - I 
'I-I -~ 
X. .e J3 
where /3 is a scale parameter, ~ is a shape parameter and r("t) is 
the ordinary gamma func tion of l{ • 
Estimates of the parameters may be obtained as follows 
(Thorn 1966): V __ 1 (1 + -/1 + 4A) d D. M 
u 1tA -y 3" an f'J = 1{ 
where A = 1n x - 1: 1n x IN, M is the mean value of the variate x, 
and N the number of terms in the sample. 
:x:.. 
The distribution function G(x) = c.JS(t) cit Pearsonsqs 
(1951) "Tables of the Incomplete r - function" gives g (u~p) 
where u =:x:. and u = ¥ -1 • 
J3~ • 
The gamma distributi.on is zero bounded. For 'l$'>' it is bell 
shaped with mode at /!J(t-I). With increasing 0" the distribution 
becomes more symmetrical and slowly approaches the normal distribu-
ti.on. If the variate is expressed in terms of the mean (x' = x/M)j 
tr is unchanged and the mode becomes 1- i. In the gamma distribu-
tion the coefficient of variation (v) and the skewness parameter 
e,.;r; ) are determined by the value of gamma as follows: 
I 
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If' ==2V FVIJj = 
2 
1"? 
Two examples of observed and theoretical distributions, fo r 
Naper, summer and Ross, spring) are illustrated in figure 4. They 
were chosen as representing near extremes in the character of the 
dietri butions. The hist ogram gi ves the observed frequencies 9 the 
solid line the theoretical gamma frequency curve fitted to the data. 
The curve for Napier is highly skew (?f = 4), that for Ross is more 
nearly symmetrical ( ~ = 23). 
Figure 5 gives the distribution function (cumulative probabi l -
ity curves) for selected values of ~ for the variate Xl. It may 
be used (by interpolating for r ) instead of the tables, from 
which it was constructed, to derive approximate values of the 
probability for the values of l likely to be encountered with 
seasonal rainfalls in New Zealand. 
Figure 6 shows for summer and winter the distribution of the 
gamma parameter found for some 135 stations in New Zealand. Of 
these 66 had records of at least 50 years while most of the 
remainder were of at least 30 years. The distribution of ~ over 
the country shows i as expected, a rough correlation with the 
coefficient of variation. The isopleths have been smoothed to some 
extent, and as with other isopleths drawn on this scale they do not 
nece s sarily apply to areas of high elevation. The value of J 
ranges from approximately 3.0 in a few places near Napier and East 
Cape in summer and autumn to more than 20 in western areas in winter 
and spring. 
Wi th val ues of 2) taken from these maps, and values of seasonal 
rainfall (from, for example, maps such as Fig. 3a~ or from average 
monthly rainfall tabulations), approximate quantiles of seasonal 
r ainfall can be derived. For example~ at places where a == 9> the 
20-percenti Ie value (that exceeded four years ou t of fi ve) is 72 
percent of the mean. 
SPACE CORRELA'l'IONS OF RAINFALL 
The spatial relationships of rainfall in New Zealand are dete r-
mined by the interaction of topography and the various weath e r 
systems experienced. They are complex and it is not obvious how 
they can b e subjected to statistical analysis that will be suffician 
discriminating but not so elaborate as to be unmanageable or to 
r educe sample sizes to an unacceptable .level. 
Geographical patterns of rainfall anomalies found in individual 
monthsj are illustrated for three recent months in figure 7. 
October 1967 was a dry month in many places, especially in the nor t h. 
The two driest areas, near Kaitaia and near Auckland, had less than 
25 percen~ of the average rainfall for the month. The areas were 
about a hundred miles in extent, and about the same distance apart. 
November was wetter than average in most of the country especially 
in middle areas of the South Island where rainfall exceeded 400 percent 
of average. Again the major anomaly elements cover half an island 
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or more, but some features are on a smaller scale. In December 
the North Island was again largely wet, and the South Island 
variable. Major anomalies again cover about half an island. 
Details of the patterns are quite irregular and there is little 
apparent consistency in them from month to month. 
As a first step in the statistical analysis, to seek broad 
relationships and their extent, correlation coefficients (r) have 
been calculated between monthly, seasonal, and annual rainfalls 
at a number of reference stations and at selected stations, mostly 
in the same province as the reference station in question. 
Figures 8 and 9 show some of the results, for Auckland and 
Christchurch as reference stations. Separate maps are given for 
annual totals, summer, January, and July. In all correlations the 
number of pairs was at least 30 and in most cases was more than 50. 
The shaded area is for r > 0.7 thus including areas where at least 
half the variance was in common with the reference station. 
Hatching indicates schematically the areas where correlation 
coefficients were less than the limiting significant value 
(at p = 0.05). The inset diagram shows confidence limits of r for 
50 pairs. 
In brief, the main features of these maps are as follows:-
The correlations falloff fairly rapidly with distance reach-
ing 0.7 at distances of 15 to 140 miles from Auckland, and of 20 
to 100 miles from Christchurch. 
The area of high correlation is greatest for summer and summer 
months, lowest for annual and winter months. 
The isopleths of r are roughly elliptical j with long axis 
parallel to the axis of the country, i.e. NW-SE at Auckland~ NE-SW 
at Christchurch. The ellipses are roughly 2-3 times as long as 
broad. 
With a few exceptions neighbouring stations give similar 
correlations, and the isopleths of r form reasonably consistent 
patterns which are related to topography. Although statistical 
confidence limits are wide (e.g. for N = 30~ r = 70, the limits are 
0.55 and 0.83 for P = 0.05) it is unlikely that this consistency is 
merely due to chance. It is not implied~ however i that another 
sample of years would give exactly the same pattern. 
In some few cases, mostly with Christchurch as reference 
station, statistically significant negative correlations were 
found. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Water resources planning is likely to be more concerned with 
the incidence of water shortage in times of deficient rainfall than 
with the occurrence of a surplus over a period of a month or more. 
Although the natural sequence of rainfall is measurable on a time 
scale of days at most, and although significant agricultural water 
shortage can arise in a shorter time than a month, useful informa~ 
~lon can be derived from rainfall statistics for months or seasons. 
'I'he characteristics of point rainfall in New Zealand are by now 
reasonably documented for most of the countrYl both as to average 
amounts (N.Z. Met.S. unpublished maps and tabulations) and as to 
the variability and probability levels. (e. g. Seelye 1940 ~ 1946) 9 
and also in relation to water needs of vegetation (e.g. Gabites 
1956, Rickard 1960, Coulter 1966) chiefly for the month and longer 
groupings of months. 
The associations from place to place of rainfall anomaly are 
Jess well known. The simple correlations between rainfall amounts 
now being evaluated provide some useful background for this problem. 
They also contain material for speculation on climatic differentia~ 
tion within the country, and will need to be considered in terms of 
synoptic climatology. Further work on specific drought periods of 
the past record is clearly necessary, especially with regard to the 
area affected. If feasible it would be desirable to assess probabili-
ties of drought for specified areas. Finally, one should mention 
the ultimate aim of long-term forecasting of rainfall anomalies in 
periods of a month or more. Although some hopeful signs are emerging 
from the theoretical study of the general atmospheric circulations 
in the light of improving global observations, there is as yet no 
indication that accurate long range forecasting will be realised 
in the very near future. 
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THE ROLE OF AGRICULTURAL LAND USE 
IN AFFECTING WATER QUALITY 
Dr. KoF. O'Connor~ 
Grasslands Division, 
D. S. I. R., Lincoln. 
The purpose of this paper is to attempt a brief but integrated 
review of the deleterious and beneficial role that agricultural 
land use may have in affecting the quality of water in streams, 
lakes and other bodies. The viewpoint from which I shall attempt 
this integration is both biological and cultural - biological in 
that I shall take account of life processes in agriculture and of 
related natural forces which potentially affect water quality-
cultural in that I show the ways in which these processes and forces 
can be modified by the actions on the environment of the responsible 
human community. My remarks are chiefly concerned with the New 
Zealand scene and they are designed to clarify the nature of the 
agricultural influences 9 highlight the significant aspects and leave 
the discussion of the details of water pollution and its treatment 
to those better qualified in the later symposium. 
Any water user knows what water quality is, but most people 
know it onli in a subjective sense. Like beauty, quality is in the 
eye of the beholder. Developing from Klein's (1962) definition of 
pollution, we might define water quality as the condition of water 
affecting adversely or beneficially any use or uses to which th~· 
water may be put. It is my thesis that agricultural land use ma~ 
have substantial effects in pollution or decontamination of water. 
It is an integral part of water development to ensure that such 
effects are in community interest. 
Effects o~uality through effects on wa~r quantity 
As it is widely acknowledged by authorities on water quality, 
e.g. Phelps (1944), Lein (1962), Camp (1963), that dilution is an 
important factor in controlling water pollution, I shall first 
consider some of the implications of agricultural land use to 
quantities of water in water bodies~ Diversion of water for 
irrigation is an obvious example. At the present time about half of 
the total fresh water use in the United States of America is for 
irrigation. Detailed information on the New Zealand scene is 
presented by Lobb (1968) in this symposium. If we consider the 
regional and seasonal implications of supplemental and full irriga-
tion developed to potential, then we in New Zealand might appreciate 
the viewpoint of those Australians who are accustomed to regard some' 
rivers as lines on a map rather than as bodies of flowing water. 
The implications of concentration of subsequently added wastes are 
clear. Disposal of wastes in rivers, at present a marginally safe 
practice in some low flow conditions, could become hazardous to 
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downstream users if irrigation demand reduced South Can t erbu ry 
rivers to t he summer proportions of the Selwyn at t he mai n highway 
bri dge. 
Intens i fication of agr iculture c an have some pos i t i ve value 
for summer flow c onditions 9 especially by deve l opment of a lluvi a l 
lands borderi ng rivers for crops with lower cons umpt i ve use t han 
hydrophytes and preatophytes (Lee 9 1942, Fl e t cher and El mendorf , 
1955) 0 The potential magnitude of losses fr om c onsumpt i v e u s e by 
wild land vegetation is indicated by the estimate t ha t " f ull y 50 
per cent of the water supplied by Lakes Vic t or i a , Alber t and Edwar d 
and other sources never reaches the main s tream of t he Nile, being 
consumed i n t he papyrus swamps of the Sudd region coveri n g over 
3,200 square miles" ( Lee. 1942). Waterspreadi ng as an agri cultural 
engineering devic e t o re c harge ov erdrawn groundwaters i s o f qua nti= 
tative s i gni fi c ance i n se veral par t s of the Uni t e d States ( Muckel 
and Schiff, 1955, Kle i n, 1962)0 When as i n t h e pilot program a t 
Pennsylvani a State University it i s using treated sewage effl uent 
to recharge depleted groun dwater and nourish produc t ive e cosyste ms , 
then i t has not only a qu ant i t ative effe c t, but a dir ect qualita tive 
effect of enormous potential magnitudeo Beneficia l effe c ts of s uch 
pr ograms of sewage farm i ng wi l l be measure d in the purity o f t h e 
ground water repleni shment They are dependent on t he e ff ec t ive ness 
of new produ c tion systems in taking up nutrie nt s from appl ie d wat e ro 
In the ordinary practic e of irri gation agri c ulture , it i s c o mmonly 
found that there is a subs t antial salt concen t ration inc r e as e in 
irrigation r eturn flow (Syl vester and Seabloom , 1963 )0 
Tradi tional l y, c onside rable atten t ion has be en give n t o t he 
i nfluence o f agricultural land use on par tic u l a r aspe cts of wat e r 
quan tity , i nfiltrati on and ru noff o The na ture of c hanges in i nfi l = 
tration c ondi tions arising from soi l and vegetation changes has be e n 
debat ed a t lengt h, deduc ed at of t e n great er l ength and occas i onally 
measured o Infiltration behavi our may in particu l a r circ ums t ances 
affect water quali t yo Soils o f low infiltrat i on c apa c itY 9 e s pecia lly 
on landsc apes with low depress i o n s t orage 9 may g i ve rise t o a cceler-
ated over l and f l ow and to a ccele rated s t ream flowo Rill erosion 
and bank e ros i on may devel op with resul ting i ncrease in t ransported 
sedi ment a nd r educ tion in wa t e r qual ity for man y useso Management 
can c ont r ol rilling in fields by u sing v egetat ion, furrows a n d 
other s t ruc tures to reduce c onc entrati on 9 ve loc i t y and t urbulence o 
Wat er rare l y moves as a shee t over much o f t he s oil s urfa ce b e c a us e 
of lack of smoothness and uniformi t yo Such unc oncentrated over l a n d 
flow l a cks t h e energy to detac h s o i l particles e ven t hough i t may . 
transpor t themo The influ ences of infiltra t ion behaviour on t rans= 
ported sedime nt are therefore governed b y t he subsequen t condit i ons 
of mi c ro- and mac r o-channel f l ow o lf v there fore , agri c ultur a l l a nd 
use is assoc i ated wi th a marked deterioration in i nfiltra ti on 
behavi our it be c omes a l l the more i mp or tant for those respons ib l e 
for water reso ur c es developmen t to guard agains t the format i on of 
unprotected micro ~channels and also to prote ct s tr eam banks t hems e lveso 
Outstanding exampl es of such conditions are fou nd in Centra l North 
Island pumi c e c ountryo Tab l e 1 is c ompiled from r ec ords obtai ned 
wi th the Nor t h Fork Infiltrometer by officers of the Soil Conserva = 
tion and Ri vers Contro l Council o The magnitude of t he r e duction in 
infil tration rate following agri cultural de v elopmen t of s crub l a nds 
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and fernlands is indicated. The consequences of surface water flow 
in gully cutting, erosion and deposition have been observed by 
Blong (1966) and have been described in a wider context by Selby 
(1966). 
The preliminary investigations of Nordbye and Campbell (1951) 
indicated a similar change in infiltration conditions with clearing 
and grassing in beech forest zones in Marlborough. As Nordbye and 
Campbell also suggested, the impact of pastoral use with increased 
grazing pressure and animal treading load is not irreversible. 
Figure 1 is compiled from Soil Conservation and Rivers Control 
Council records. I have reconstructed a cultural sequence on a 
range of slopes of Wither silt loam near Blenheim. As depletion of 
the Poa Caespitosa grassland has proceeded with increasing grazing 
pressure and reduced plant cover infiltration has apparently 
declined to low levels. With pasture improvement there is 
apparently some compensation 9 probably associated with higher 
biological activity. 
As stock numbers are increased on our grasslands as they are 
improved and as treading loads are accordingly increased g it is 
commonly expected that infiltration will suffer. Increased live-
stock numbers are not without compensation. Sears and EVans (1953) 
have demonstrated the effects of full return of dung and urine from 
clover-grass pasture in increased soil organic matter, in high 
percentage of water-stable aggregates and in weight of earthworms. 
All of these factors tend to compensate for the increased treading 
load. Vegetation itself cushions the effects of treading on infil-
tration. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 2 which is 
derived from an animal treading experiment on Fulton silty clay 
loam in New York State (0'Connor 9 1956). The data illustrated are 
from paddocks mown every four weeks. Treading with dairy cows was 
experimentally applied at these intervals at two levels. The high 
level which is illustrated here was equivalent to double that 
involved in intensive break-grazing. Relative infiltration was 
estimated after 20 weeks V treatment by using tubes. 36 2-in. 
diamo tubes per treatment were inserted into the soil to a depth of 
2 in. and the rate at which water diminished in the tube from an 
initial head of ten inches was measured. While it is clear that 
treading of the freshly mown sward greatly altered the distribution 
of samples among infiltration classes g very little influence of the 
same treading was detected when mowing of the sward was delayed 
until the treading waS completed. Further differences in infiltra-
tion were found to be attributable to moisture at treading time. 
Areas mown and watered before treading were found to be more seriously 
affected in infiltration than areas simply mown, even though there 
was no difference between moisture classes in bulk density induced 
by treading. This appeared to be due to puddling at the soil surface 
by hoof slipping rather than to compaction. Analagous effect of 
different moisture conditions have been described for New Zealand 
by Edmond (1958) and Scott (1963). It is indicated that the potent-
ially massive adverse effects on infiltration of treading by both 
animals and machines are amenable to management, by avoiding tread-
ing unprotected soil, especially when it is wet and by ensuring 
that the whole life system is maintained in vigorous condition. It 
may be noted in passing that as soil physical conditions are dynamic g 
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studies at one point in time of otherwise comparable pastures 9 one 
having just been hard grazed g the other having been spelled for 
several weeks, may not be true comparisons of the average condition 
of such pastures. More likely, they may be measures of the range in 
infiltration in a normal course of partial pugging and structural 
restoration by biological agencies. 
The attention given here to treading as a factor affe!1ting 
infiltration and consequent water quality does not mean that it is 
the only factor affecting these phenomena in agricultural land use. 
Changes in soil physical conditions can be brought about by other 
agencies such as cultivation. As Sherman and Musgrave (1942) 
commented: "The commonly observed higher infiltration and lower 
runoff for virgin soils, native grass, forest, or rotated-crop land 9 
in contrast to low infiltration and high runoff for intensively 
cultivated land is fully in harmony with the known effects of these 
practices upon soil structure." If, however, we analyse the factors 
involved in such structure-reducing practices as row-crop farming we 
find that the reduction in protective cover is probably of primary 
importance. There is a widespread tendency to regard accelerated 
erosion as a mechanical consequence of runoff. It might be nearer 
the mark to regard accelerated runoff as a physical consequence of 
primary erosion, soil detachment by raindrop impact. As soil 
detachment is not only a major cause of reduced infiltration but 
also the primary source of themajor pollutant of the worldQs water-
ways - sediment, let us consider the influence of agriculture on 
water-transported sediment. 
Influence of agriculture on transported sedi~ 
Just as the role of vegetation in protecting the soil is seen 
in the reduction of treading damage and in overland flow 9 so also it 
is seen in protection of soil from erosive forces. Examples of such 
forces are needle ice and solifluction, wind especially involving 
saltation by sand particles, and above all, raindrop splash. The 
familiar progression of sheet erosion and consequent forms increasing 
from dense swards, to open swards, to row crops, to bare fallow is 
a progression of increased exposure. As Osborn's (1955) review 
indicates, compensating protections against soil splash take the 
form of reducing the detaching energy of raindrops or reducing the 
detachability of the soil particles. There can be little doubt 
that the detachment of soil particles by raindrop impact is the 
largest and most widespread agency affecting water quality. Sus-
pended sediment is the greatest enemy of so many water users from 
electric power design engineers to weekend fishermen. Suspended 
sediment is chiefly caused by water erosion, principally associated 
with agricultural land use. Suspended sediment can be reduced to 
negligible proportions by positive cultural land use by ensuring 
protection of soil against detachment by raindrop splash and other 
agencies. 
Influence of ~ricultural land use on dissolved solids in water 
Erosion of agricultural and pastoral land contributes more than 
sediment to water. Soluble components are also eroded. Erosion is 
not9 however, the only mechanism by which solutes are delivered to 
water bodies. Others arrive in solution following leaching and by 
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overland flow. From the point of view of agricultural loss as well 
as from the point of view of water quality for subsequent users 
perhaps the two most important elements involved are nitrogen and 
phosphorus. Table 2 is compiled from a recently published report 
of a United States Task Group investigating sources of nitrogen and 
phosphorus in water supplies. The group concluded that agricultural 
runoff (in the broad sense) is the greatest single contributor of 
nitrogen and phosphorus to water supplies. They estimated that 
about 5,000 million lb of nitrogen and 1~000 million lb of phosphorus 
reach United States water 9upplies each year. If this were distrib-
uted through the 4.5 x 1014 gallons of annual stream flow the 
average concentration would be 1.35 mg N/1 and 0.27 mg P/1~ an order 
of magnitude above those cited as limiting for algal growth. 
What of the New Zealand scene? There is a dearth of published 
information of nitrogen and phosphorus contents of waters not sub-
ject to domestic sewage or industria pollution but there are many 
data from work in progress which implicate current agricultural 
practice. Matthews (1967) reported phosphorus concentrations of 
from 0.006 ppm P to 0.07 ppm P in waters from various types of 
watersheds contributing to Lake Rotorua where the concentration was 
0.004 ppm P. Fish (1963) stated that regular analyses during 1962 
of the waters of Lakes Okaro and Ngapouri showed the presence of up 
to 0.2 ppm of free phosphate, especially in the hypolimnion of the 
two lakes. Fish implicated the recent history of land development 
and aerial topdressing with superphosphate in the land surrounding 
these lakes in their observed eutrophication and poorer thrift of 
trout in contrast with the neighbouring undisturbed and oligotrophic 
Lake Okataina. Fish and Will (1966) found that Elodea canadensis 
had significantly lower contents of nitrogen and phosphorus when 
sampled from Lake Okataina than when sampled from Lake Rotorua. A 
progress report on research on the Ceratophyllum demersum weed 
problem in the Waikato hydro-lake Ohakuri (Hill g 1967) indicated 
that tributary streams such as the Whirinaki in a zone of new land 
development contained phosphate at frequently five times the level 
of the lake proper. Phosphate contents further up the Waikato 
river to Taupo were negligible. Hill had not obtained clear 
evidence of further increase in phosphate level below Ohakuri where 
land settlement was longer established but he did find evidence of 
increasing nitrate from Taupo (0.05 mg) down the Waikato chain to 
0.5 mg at Karapiro and Meremere. In current research in Canterbury 
lakes (D.J. Hogan and L. Wilkinson g 1968 9 pers. comm.) generally 
low levels of free phosphate and mineral nitrogen are found in 
mountain lakes whereas nitrate nitrogen in waters closer to the 
coast and subject to agricultural influence may approach 1 ppm. 
Drainage waters at the commence of late autumn flow from grazed 
pastures in the Manawatu have been found to have as much as 20 ppm 
of nitrate (G.W. Butler, 19679 pers. comm.). Thompson and Coup (1943) 
have reported rapid nitrification of NH4-N at levels of 600 ppm in 
o - 3 in. horizon in urine patcheso Downward movement of nitrate 
and its disappearance would be expected with heavy rain. Wilkinson 
(1964) reported on the nitrogen transformations in the Avon-Heathcote 
estuary enriched with nitrogen from agricultural, industrial and 
domestic sources (Hogan and Wilkinson 9 1959) and drew attention to 
the evidence that nitrogenous material from fertile farms may be 
increasing the productivity of onshore waters of the west coast of 
the North Island. 56 
It is clear that much more research is called for in this top i c 
but there is sufficient information now available in New Zealand and 
overseas to allow useful interpretation of the overall pattern o 
Surface runoff may involve losses of nutrients depending on t heir 
abundance at the surface. There is some evidence in New Zealand 
(R.C. Dixie 9 pers. comm.) that with heavy rain substantial l osses 
of freshly applied superphosphate may occur from steep slopes un der 
pasture. Where soil erosion accompanies runoff then nutrient s may 
be lost in the soilo Machenthum (1965) cites annual l osses of 
18 Ib/A of nitrogen and 005 Ib/A of phosphorus from pl anti ngs of 
corn on 8 percent slope, increasing to 38 Ib and 1.8 I b respe c tivel y 
on 20 percent slope. Fippin (1945) recorded average losses in sil t 
and water for 1939 for row crops in the Tennessee River system as 
23.8 lb N/A and 13 lb P20 /A9 with mu c h h i gher losses of CaO g MgO 
and K O. It is not alway~ easy to distinguish whether losses from 
soil ~ave occurred as a result of leaching of solutes or fr om wash-
ing over the surface or into field drains of solids 9 espe c ial l y as 
colloidso It is known that soils differ greatly in their ability 
to retain phosphorus g but in many agricultural conditions a n d 
especially in New Zealand it is unlikely that mu c h phosphorus wi ll 
be l ost from soils by leaching. So long as nitrogen in soil i s in 
the ammonium form or in organic forms it is unlike l y to be leac hed 
in large quantities from soils with medium to fine textures. 
Nitrate 9 however 9 is gradually diluted out of the topsoil whe n rai n-
fall is sufficient to percolate through the soil profi l e (Al l i son 9 
1966)0 During very wet periods, water may move most of the nitra te 
from topsoi l to lower layers where it can either accumul at e as in 
northern Australia (Wetselaar, 1961) or be lost in drainage or 
suffer denitrification. Drainage losses are likely to be mos t 
serious in soils which are well drained natural ly or ar t ific ially 
and which are at least periodically well furnished with nitrat e o 
Table 3 is derived from Sylvester Us (1961) data from irrigation 
return flow drains in the Takima River Basin in c omparison with 
streams from areas under forestry with some logging in Wash ing t o n 
State. It indicates the preponderance of nitrate losses in dr a i nage 
from irrigated areas. The lowest proport i on of sol ub l e phosphor us 
occurred in streams from forested areas. Between irrigat ion drains g 
surface drains, which had the higher concentration of to t a l phos -
phorus, had a lower proportion of soluble phosphorus . Tab l e 4 
compiled from the data of Sylvester and Seabloom (1963) shows some 
of the anionic contribution to return flow from an irrigat ed area 
of 375 9 280 acres o Again nitrate dominates over phosphate in leach i ng 
losses. Such loss of anions from soil implies not onl y enric hmen t 
of the receiving water but also the depletion of bases K9 Ca g Mg a nd 
Na from soi l . 
The story of water enric hment from agricultural l and may we l l 
be summarised as follows. Infertile soi l s may contribu t e l it t l e 
nutrients of themselves except by way of erosiono The i r days of 
giving are over. Younger, fertile soils may lose phosphorus and 
nitrogen as well as other ions if the leac h i ng of the was ting regi me 
(Taylor and Pohlen, 1962) is not counteracted by effe c tive pl an t 
uptake in a vigorous organic regime. They may lose nitrogen and 
phosp40rus and other elements by the erosion of ferti l e topso i l s 
ari~in~ from bad management. From steeper soils in par t icu l a r 
nutrients may be lost from applied fertiliser 9 probably while s t i ll 
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in particulate form. Fertilisers may also be lost by erosion. As 
infertile soils undergo development, as in New Zealand and Australia 9 
by topdressing with superphosphate, phosphate losses to water may 
accompany runoff and erosion, especially where the land is cleared 
and cultivated. From soils with high phosphate retention such as 
on the pumice lands, losses of phosphorus by leaching are not likely 
but losses of sulphate probably occur on many such soils of high 
porosity. As land development proceeds and the nitrogen deficiencies 
of the system are corrected by vigorous clover growth, symbiotic 
fixation and return of dung and urine by livestock, the likelihood 
increases of nitrogen losses by leaching of nitrate, especially 
following dry summers and on limed soils. As leaching of nitrate 
increases so too will losses of bases especially potash, magnesium 
and calcium. If irrigation is applied, losses of nutrients in 
leachates from a particular soil will depend on the levels of ions 
available for leaching and on the volume of through-flow. If 
fertilisers are applied to achieve very high fertility levels in 
soil, the risk of nutrient leaching will increase both from irriga= 
tion and from natural precipitation. It becomes difficult to have 
highly fertile land drained by infertile rivers o A chronosequence 
may be expected in waters following their enrichment with phosphate 
onlY9 similar to that observed in land development. Nitrogen fixing 
organisms such as blue-green algae would initially dominate, parallel 
to clover dominance in pastures. If waters are directly enriched 
with nitrogen as well as phosphate then rapid eutophication may be 
- expected with a wider range of plant forms, parallel to application 
of nitrogen fertiliser bringing about strong growth in pastures. 
Influence of agriculture on organic pollution 
Klein (1962) outlines some of the sources in agriculture of 
organic pollution. Among them are pea vining and silage drainage 
with very high biochemical oxygen demand; waste liquors from washing 
cattle sheds and piggeries which may be 10-20 times as strong as 
ordinary sewage; spent liquors from sheep dips which may be highly 
poisonous and grossly polluting. Some estimates of these kinds of 
potential pollutants have been made in New Zealand (Interdepartmental 
Committee, 1951). The trend to larger herds in the dairy industry 
and the use of loafing platforms is causing concentration of animals 
and their manure. Disposal of such residues into groundwater or 
into drainage ways involves large nutrient losses as well as water 
pollution. Beyond the farm gate some of the most important localised 
pollution problems of New Zealand arise from disposal of cannery, 
tannery, dairy factorY9 abbatoir and wool scouring primary wastes. 
Rapid increases in scale characterise these agriculturally based 
industries. Most of these organic pollutants not only have fairly 
high B.O.D. but they also contribute markedly to enrichment with 
nitrogren and phosphorus. Continuing developments are being made 
to fully utilize their by-products to avoid stream abuse by pollution. 
In recent years a new form of organic pollution has developed. 
The most important biocides of 20 years ago were arsenic or copper 
compounds or natural organic materials, such as pyrethrum and 
nicotine. New synthetic organics used as insecticides or herbicides 
include many which are poisonous to fish, birds and mammals. When 
they enter water, whether as a result of heavy rain or by careless-
ness or accident, they may soon disappear but some of the chlorinated 
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hydrocarbons being fat-soluble are accumulated and pass through food 
chains. In water, such agents are potential or actual hazards to 
water users. 
Conclusion 
The main features of the outline I have given of the role of 
agriculture in affecting water quality can be summed up under six 
headings - concentration, infiltration, sediment, enrichment~ 
organics and poisons. An enlightened community of water users will 
summarily object to poisons. It will also wish to see that infil-
tration is promoted to ensure more manageable water flows in streams. 
It will want sediment reduced to low levels because it represents a 
waste of soil as well as a cost, a nuisance 9 and an ugliness to 
water users. It will also recognize that if the use of water for 
agriculture induces concentration and increases the problem of 
stream sanitation, then agriculture itself should be expected to 
control enrichment with nitrogen, phosphorus and other nutrients 
and eliminate the addition to water of obnoxious or hazardous 
organic residues. The motivation for the agricultural industry to 
take up this challenge lies above all in nutrient economy. This 
will call for new perspectives in plant breeding and management 9 
animal management, water control in irrigation and drainage and 
above all in the understanding and management of soil biology. 
Those who would plan the development of water resources in the 
midst of agriculture must first ensure that the agricultural 
industry is enabled to work with them, not left aside to work against 
them. The alternatives are silent springs~ silted dams~ triffids 9 
dead fish and some very obnoxious effluvia. 
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TABLE 1 Mean infiltration rates in undeve!2ped and developed pumice lands 
(Inches per hour) 
, 
Taupo ash Rotomahana Kaharoa ash 
shower (21 0 ) mud (18 0 ) shower (15± 20 ) 
Undeveloped (Scrub and fern) 3.7 6.8 405 
Developed (5 yr old pasture) 108 109 0.8 
TABLE 2 Estimates of nutrient concentrations in discharges (mq!1) 
Nitrogen Phosphorus 
Domestic waste 18 
- 20 305 
- 9 
Agricultural runoff 1 
- 70 0.05 - 1.1 
Other rural runoff 0 0 1 
-
0.5 0.04 - 0.2 
TABLE 3 Mean nutrient concentrations (mq/1) in some Washington State Drainage 
Phosphorus Nitrogen 
Soluble Total So1.% N03-N Total N03% 
Forestry streams .007 .069 10 0.130 0204 64 
Irrigated agriculture subsurface 
drains .. 184 .216 85 20690 20862 94 
Surface drains 0162 .. 251 65 1.250 1.455 86 
TABLE 4 CO!ltJj-bl.ttion of some anions fr:om irrigated area during irrigation and 
non~irrigation seasons in Yakima River Basin, Washingtono 
Irrigation season 6 moso 
Non~irro season 35 
WATERSHED HANAGEHENT - PROBLEMS AND POSSIBILI TIES 
J.T. Ho l loway 
N.Z. Forest Service. 
INTRODU.CTION 
Watershed management is currently a fasionable subjectQ As such9 
it attracts a full quota of faddists, extremists ~ do-gooders and 
hangers-on. In recent years, in both scientific and lay circles, 
more impractical nonsense has been poured forth on this topic than 
on any other. Grandiose schemes and counter schemes, utterly 
divoiced from reality, have been concocted and propounded ad nauseum. 
This is not good enough. The subject is too important t o be left 
abandoned in a morass of loose talk and woolly thinking. The 
immediate and urgent need is the dispassionate appraisal of problems 
and possibilities in order that available technical and financial 
resources can be intelligently directed and applie~ with a minimum 
of wild-goosing around problem peripheries. 
When we look at the broad field of watershed management in New 
Zealand~ we can all place a finger on localities that are seasonally 
water deficient and that cry out for better catchment managemen t 
aimed at improv ement of dry-season wa t er yields or mor e effe c tive 
on-the-spot use of what water there is. Similarly , we c an a ll 
point t o localities where the better regulation of hi ll-cou ntry r un-
of f is e s sential if problems of soil loss and loc a l f loodi ng are t o 
be ove r c ome . Or , again, we are all incre a s ing l y a wa re of t h e threat 
of water pollution and can name locali ties whe r e we t ee te r on the 
brink o f r e a l pollution trouble. Neverth eless ~ t tlBse ar e a l l l ocal 
or r egional problems. They demand at tention~ E!om e t ime s urgent 
a ttention, but they must be se e n in true p e rspective . There i s a 
c onstant danger that1 because they are oft e n righ t on our doors teps, 
we will permit them t o occ upy so much of our t ime and co nsume such a 
disproportionately large share of our te c hni c a l a nd f~ nancial 
resources that only token e f fort c an be appl i ed e1 sewhere . 
This elsewhere, in our ca~e ~ i s the mountai n oou ntry. The 
national water problem is con trol o f the major .mo unt a in -derived 
rivers. The national watershed managemen t probl em i s the management ~ 
the maintenance in or the res t oration t o a satisfactory c ondition ~ 
of the mountainous upper catchments o f these rivers . 
The area of land involved is approx i mat e l y one - th i rd of the 
total land area of New Zealand. I t re ceives , in al l probability~ i n 
excess of two-thirds of the t ot al rai n f all . Topographi cal ly and 
climatically it is inhospitable c ou n t ry that , ex c ept from t he air or 
from the few transalpine highways, remains a terra incognita to mos t 
New Zealanders$ 
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KEY PROBLEMS IN MOUNTAIN-LAND MANAGEMENT 
The mountain-Iands 9 particularly t he very-high-rainfall wi ld-
lands beyond the limits of pastoral occupation, are unques tionably 
our most important water-source flood-source lands. The paradox is 
that, despite frequent expressions of opinion to the cont rary~ these 
are the lands for which we have least need for accurate informat i on 
concerning the effects of land management operations on wa t er yield 
or stream flow. Under the prevailing rainfall conditions~ depletion 
or destruction of the vegetation mayor may no t adversely affec t t h e 
yield or season of yield of water or result in heightened flood 
peaks but, under the prevailing topographic~ geological and 
pedological conditions it does, without question, result in the 
significant acceleration of the processes of normal mountain-land 
erosion and consequently in the aggradation of stream channels. 
Examples of spectacular accelerated erosion accompanied by 
dramatic stream-channel aggradation are, unfortunately ~ a l l t oo 
many. This sets the course of action we must take. Our first task 
is control of the agents of depletion and destruction ~ no t ably c ontrol 
of the many species of grazing and browsing animals that have been 
introduced. And our second task is the planned restoration of an 
adequate cover of vegetation to critically eroded areas that are 
unlikely t o heal as a result of animal control alone. Bo t h t asks 
must be undertaken primarily for erosion control, not water y ie l d 
regulation . Both are far from accomplishment o 
Populations of introduced game animals have been reduced i n 
selected river catchments to the point where recovery of the vegeta-
tion, a t least on the most favourable sites 9 is sl owly b ec omi ng 
appar ent, but t he maintenance of this level of control, whilst con-
current ly Seeking its achievement over wider areas ~ presents many 
difficulties. Indications are that c ontro l must be maintaine d for 
very long periods of time if there is to be a significant reversal 
of downward tre nds in the condition of' forests at or near t o the 
timberline. Once forests a t this altitude have been reduce d to an 
empty shell devoid of undergrowth j very few animals are suffi cient 
to kee·p them in this condition. 
The re moval of domestic animals 9 mainly sheep9 from t he eros ion-
prone uplands is~ at first sightl a much simpler matter. They can 
be mustered off. For valid political, sociological and economic 
reasons, however~ this is not something that c an be a ccomplished 
overnight or with a wave of a dic t ator i al wand. Any such maj or 
change in the system of land-use has manifold and far -reach ing 
repercussions far beyond the area immediately concerned. In 
gene ral it is not practicable to withdraw the high alpine grasslands 
from pastoral use unless and until equivalent grazing c an be provided 
elsewhere. This means that the route to withdrawal mus t be th r ough 
research into pasture development, pasture management and s toc k 
management, and into supplemen t ary winter feed production, a t l ower 
levels. The revolution must be a slow and quiet one 1 neither dra s tic 
nor impetuous. It is well under way~ 
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The most difficult problem is that of restoring an adequate 
cover of vegetation to critically eroded areas~ The classical 
techniques of mountain-land restoration employed in western Europe, 
modified to suit local soil and climate conditions, would undoubt-
edly work well but we coult not afford to employ them. They demand 
the mechanical stabilisation of slopes,. the reduction of torrent 
profiles, gully plugging, and similar engineering works as a pre-
requisite to revegetation measures. But if we threw our total 
resources into work of this nature we could not treat one per cent 
of the areas requiring treatment over the next one hundred years. 
Our solution must, in fact, be a wholly indigenous one that, 
if we are to overcome the acute problems of difficult access and 
labour shortage, makes the maximum possible use of aircrafto In 
lieu of slope stabilisation by mechanical means~ we must discover 
how, where and to what extent we can induce a sufficient degree of 
site stability, by the application of fertilisers and direct 
seeding, to provide a firm base for the re-establishment of a 
permanent soil cover. The key factor will be speed: the speed of 
establishment of the pioneer cover, the speed with which a good 
mulch of litter is formed, the speed of accumulation of soil 
organic matter, and the speed with which an effective nitrogen 
cycle is reconstituted~ 
Research along these lines is in progress. It may not be long 
before firm recommendations can be made relative to the treatment 
of eroded sites at altitudes up to, approximately, 3000-3500 fto 
But it is likely to be many years before the effective treatment of 
critical debris-source areas at high altitudes is possible. In the 
meantime we must avoid the expenditure of effort on the development 
of techniques that, because of their cost, stand a negligible chance 
of practical application. 
HYDROLOGICAL RESEARCH NEEDS 
It has frequently been suggested that we need hydrological data 
if we are to determine accurately the levels to which populations of 
introduced animals should be reduced. The proponents of this notion 
have clearly, however, given little if any thought to the problems 
involved in the conduct of the required research. Populations of 
wild animals, or even of free-ranging merino sheep, cannot be manip-
ulated and controlled in the necessary manner. Small catchment 
studies using fenced animals would, for example~ be so completely 
artificial that data extrapolation would be even more dangerous than 
usual. 
Similarly, it has frequently been suggested that hydrological 
data, relative to the probable effect upon water yield of the various 
classes of vegetation, should be obtained before we decided whether 
to establish a forest, shrubland or grassland cover on denuded areas. 
This, however, is putting the cart well in front of the horse. We 
do not yet know how to re-establish any class of cover on a practical 
scale at reasonable cost. Comparative studies cannot be initiated 
until a choice is available. Even then, the cost factor will be the 
critical one. If we can provide an effective soil cover, any class 
of cover, at a price the country can afford, our great grandsons can 
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modify this in line wi t h the water control ne eds of their time. We 
wil l hav e done our j ob in l eaving them some t h ing capabl e of modi fi c a~' 
tiona Proposal s that existi ng stabl e grassland should be c onverted 
to fores t are. o f cou~se~ patently absurd. A forest cover mi ght be 
preferable 9 hydrologically spe aking , bu t the operation would have 
t o be a ver y l a r ge-s c a l e one to mean a nyt hi ng a t a ll in terms of 
river control. The c ost coul d not be j us tified while ther e are s o 
many othe r things to do t hat are far more urgent. If there i s to be 
such a replacement. it mus t be justified on t he pure l y e conomic 
grounds of t imbe r production versus pas toral producti on. 
Finall y. it has bee n suggested t hat pas t ure development work in 
the high c ountry should proce ed with t he utmos t caution pending full 
evaluation o f the possibl e hydro l ogical co nseque nces of work of t his 
type. This is nonsense. The urgent need i s the withdrawal of s t ock 
from t he high-al titu de. high-ra i nfall. hi gh-eros i on-risk a l pine and 
subalpi ne grass l ands to l ower levels where rai nfal l i s general ly 
less and erosion risks are comparative l y negl ig i ble. By r aising t he 
carrying c apacity of these lower-level grass l ands i n order to permit 
this withdrawal. we may, conceivably, adversel y influence t heir 
hydrologic a l characteristics but the alternative i s eve n l ess 
accep t able. A moderate loss in the hydrolog ical efficiency of t he 
valley grass l ands will be a very small price to pay for the r e ti re-
ment of the real problem c ountry. 
In a ll t hese r espects it may be s aid 9 therefore 9 t hat hydro~ 
logical r esearch, t hough t heoreti cal l y desirabl e , i s no t ess ential . 
Realis tic land managemen t objec tives c an be se t wi thout it. I t may 
be added that it is very fortu na t e inde ed t ha t t his is so b ecaus e 9 
i f we did ne ed the data, I doubt very muc h tha t we c oul d obta i n it. 
Thus I doubt that , for t he New Zealand mountain c ountry proper, we 
can meas ure either t h e input water i n t he f orm of r ain or, esp ec iall y, 
snow. or t he outpu t as s treamflow, with suffici en t a ccuracy to 
pre t end to be abl e t o evaluate the e f fe c t s on water yield o f land 
management operations. The one real hydrological r e search need i s, 
in f a c t. t he de ve lopment and t es t i ng o f rese arc h techniques f or us e 
when the time i s opportune. I wou l d sugg est t hat effort in l and-
use hydro logy can ~ in t he meantime I be mos t pro fi t ably directed 
toward s olut i on of t he local a nd regional problems already ment i o ned . 
For s olution of these problems g currently available te chniques should 
prove adequate. The only ex ception th a t I woul d make is that we 
should proc eed 9 as vigor ously as poss i b le, with t he colle ction of 
mounta in=lan d clima.te da t a, especially pr eci pita tion da t a. It will 
be t oo late to initia te this work, on the re quire d scale, when we do 
have bo t h t he need and the technical a.bility t o unde r t ake purposeful 
research i n mO :lntain-land hydro logy 0 
CONCLUS I ON 
I do not propose t o a ttempt a Bummar y of thi s alre ady over-
brie f a ccount. But i f there is o ne point above everything else t ha t 
I have trie d to make, it is this~ that t h ere i s muc h in c ommon 
between wa t ershed management and poli tics. Both c an be defined a s 
the art of the possible. It is right and proper that we should have 
ideals: in the case of watershed management the ideal is that the 
land should be managed in such a way as to ensure the best possible 
control of water. But we must, at the same time~ be hard-headed 
realists. The goals we set ourselves should be attainable oneso 
Fresh objectives can readily be set when immediate tasks are completedo 
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THE PROBUii'1 
EVALUATION OF CHANGES IN THE LAND-USE REGIME 
Walter C. Eoughton, 
Lincoln Col1c:ge 
Mos t hydro log ist s would acc e pt tha t complete removal of v ege tat i a r 
from 8 s teep catc hment is likely to r es ult in increase d ruro!! a n d s ol] 
loss . Ye t, i t i~ virtu ally impossibl e wi t h pre sen t knowledg e to es t i m-
at in advance what the magnitude of such e ff ec ts might bel or to ext ~ nd 
the r esul ts fr om an experimertal area to an ungauged ca t c hm ent . When 
less extre me con di tions or changes are considered, it is rara ly possib: e 
to predict t h e probable effects even in a quali tative way. 
Eval uation ~f c hanges in the lard use regime is one o f t he le5s 
de veloped a,s p ectr::: of }l;/droIogy o ftlt}1ol.~. g0 COY1f;,j.derable e ff ort ha s c e~' n 
and continues to be applied to thi s problem, little siti s f a"tory progres ' 
ha,s b c:en mad Ge I{ ,:: nn ~: (1967) comments t h~}.t n~'i-lt~h.ougl"l ITlilli ons of' dol :~ a:r>i:' 
have b e~ n s pent on wa tershed surveys, data coll e c t ion, and r e s earch lD 
the past 30 yr., the r e ha s bee n only a very small rate of re turn on such 
investments .!! The fact that cor"s id orable a m<:mnt c3 of bo t h money and 
effort contirue ~ 0 be s pent ontha problem in the fac e of s uch incompet-
enc e illustr~t ~ G th e importanc e of the problem . 
One reason for the difficul t y is t he range of di ff e r e nt a spec t s cf 
the pr obl em &ncountered in diff e r e nt fieJd s '3uch &5 !orestry, agricultarc g 
c ons ervation , and engineer ing . Ccn6e rv~tionist s and agri c u ltur alis ~s 
m'::l J:" b e 'in teT Gste d :in t:he ;2 :f.f ec t 3 0 f t. errac i ng ancI ~on-t·o ~r f 5.r~mj.ng ~ 3 t ~ : .p 
c:-r:"c'ppin.g? or- d.:Lfferent farln mana.g s~ mC'n.t 1);:'> [J. G tic uf~.; l,Nhile fo~e·-13" t ~~_~ r'E.1 p L .. ~ EL: .. ; 
s t udieG into t h e e f fects of logging, from na tive trees to 
planta tio n c~ops o~ exotic sp ec ies, or the exchange of f oros t for grass-
land a nd vies Versa. Neithe r may consider ths ffe c ts of ~ha~ging r~ve: 
chan ne1s by 21earing, straightening or lin ~ of urban deve:o,~e nt _TI t ·) 
rural ar e ~sl or o f constructing works such &3 expr cssways, which migh t 
be of most ~cn~ern to some engin eors . 
Simil ar: y , different worke rs are i~t 0 r~2~2 J .~ iifferent n~fe2 
pro d u~f d b y these diff e rent changes . I n &Y a ~ ~f ~b ~n d ant wa 9 chang 
in t h.t-; t~PJin g::)f y'uncf f CC:"D. b (? o f rr1D.jGr ::,'o nC C' j"'(; -r~:Jr p c vJ '2rgt:~;.n El'C:;:~Gn c 
i n t he op e r ati on o f f lood con trol ~orks . I n a~ ~s o f water 2c a r ci i 
total yi61d ca~ b~ more important than the timin g of runo f f . In al ~~r r 
areas i erosion and s edime nt mov smont can be of greater interest t h an 
runoff. 
The di fficul ti es encou.ntered arc part ly due to a lack of formal 
t reatment cf t h e subj ec t in hydro12gic texts . Few texts eve n xcntion 
expe rim e ntal j ~6 ig n and none give a dequa te treatment . This p&p~r 
reviews the problems encompassed, pact e fforLs and me thods us ed , th 
present si tlla tion, a~nd sugg e stE3 whc::rc fllture irlv us tiga ti.ons migl"'l.. t bo:~ 
di r e ct e d. 
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A REVIEW 
In the U.S.A., the two agencies most directly concerned with eval~a­
tion of changes in the land use regime are the :Sureau of Reclamation of 
the Department of the Interior and the Soil Conservation Service of the 
Department of Agriculture. The Bureau of Reclamation is concerned with 
estimating streamflow changes that may result from land treatment 
because of the need to determine availability of a firm water supply for 
its projects. The Soil Conservation Service has similar responsibilities 
for the development of water use projects for both irrigation use and 
municipal water supply. 
In 1957, these two agencies and the Agricultural Research Service 
of the Department of Agriculture jointly formed the Cooperative Water 
Yield Procedures Study for the primary purpose of developing and testing 
procedures for evaluating the effects of watershed treatment on the 
yield of streamflow. Watershed treatment included land treatment 
measures such as changed land use, strip croppin€", terracing and contour 
farming, and structural measures such as retention and retardation 
reservoirs and water spreading systems. Watershed studies ranged from 
the very small upstream watersheds to major river basins. 
The two-year Progress Report prepared by Sharp, Owen and Gibbs 
(1959) is impressive for the effort applied in this project to the 
problem, but is discouraging for the lack of success which is reported. 
The following is quoted from the Summary and Conclusions of the Report: 
flIn its first two years of effort Cooperative 1,'later Yield 
Procedures Study has not been able to conclusively demonstrate that 
water yielded by streamflow is significantly affected by the conserva,-
tion use and treatment of land, except for some areas where research data 
are available from small watersheds. Since decreases in streamflow of 
river basins by conservation treatment have not been found significantly 
measurable, the objective of Cooperative Water Yield Procedures StudY1 
to develop methodology for estimating such effects, has not been 
attained. This does not mean that there are no such effects. Nor does 
it mean there are. It simply demonstrates that the limitations of the 
data and methodology are such that the effectsj if any, have not been 
depicted." 
A more recent review of the problem was provided in 1965 at the 
International Symposium on Experimental and Representative Catchments 
held in Budapest (International Association of Scientific Hydrology, 1965). 
In the 75 papers given at this symposium, more detailed descriptions were 
given of individual aspects such as criteria for the selection and loca-
tion of experimental and representative watersheds, newer developments 
such as multiple-watershed experiments, and the use of more sophisticated 
analytical techniques such as factor analysis. 
These papers provide a wider review of the problem than given by 
Sharpl Owen and Gibbs, and describe the experimental activities then 
current (1965) in many parts of the world. 
Immediately following the Budapest symposium, an International 
Symposium on Forest Hydrology was held in Pennsylvania, U.S.A. at which 
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85 papers dealing with many aspects of forest hydrology were presented. 
The proceedings of this symposium were recently published with 
discussion, the edi tors being Sopper and Lull (1967). 'rhis publication 
provides the most up-to-date and complete review of forestry aspects of 
land use changes and the endeavours to evaluate the hydrological effects 
invol veda 
In September, 1967, the Coordinating Council of the International 
Hydrological Decade at its 3rd session (UNESCO, 1967) reported on two 
important pUblications. The Counci:i was presented with the final draft 
of the "Guide for Research in Representative and Experimental Basins" 
to be published in English, French and Spanish. In addition, the 
Council received the 1st edition of the "World Catalogue of Representa-
tive and Experimental Basins" which had just been prepared. Copies of 
the Catalogue were to be forwarde·d to all National Committees for the 
IHD. 
There are a number of national catalogues and inventories of 
hydrological experiments which supplement the World Catalogue. The 
predominance of American activities in water research is evidenced by 
the massive Catalogue of Water Resources Research (U.S. Dept. of the 
Interior, 1967). The 3905 research projects listed in this publication 
include many directed towards land use studies. The American Geophysical 
Union (1965) has published an inventory of representative and experi-
mental watershed studies conducted in the United States, and Rothacher 
(1965) lists the experimental watersheds used for research by the U.S. 
Forest Service. 
The Australian Water Resources Council has published (1965) an 
Inventory of Research into Water Resources and Directly Related Matters. 
Section 1 of this Inventory lists projects deal ing with catchment 
behaviour and characteristics, and this includes land use studies. 
New Zealand activities have been summarised by Toebes (1965) and 
current work and results are reported periodically by the N.Z. National 
Committee for the IHD (1965). 
There is a profusion of individual papers and reports dealing with 
the hydrological effects of land use changes. Generally, these are 
referred to in later sections of the paper which deal with detailed 
aSlJects. 
THE HETHODS 
In the hydrological literature related to land use studies, there 
is a profusion of methods and techniques, both for the collection of 
data and for the analysis of data. Land usc studies have included 
collection of data from fractional-acre plots, unit source areas, small 
experimental catchments, large representative basins, and such others 
as barometer watersheds! vigil networkq , and benchmark catchments. 
Data analysis ranges from simple graphical techniques relying on visual 
examination of plotted data to the most sophisticated of statistical 
procedures. 
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The literature dealing with studies of hydrological effects from 
changes in land use lacks a systematic classification of the different 
methods used. Some ordering of the methods is desirable in order to 
s~e each method in perspective and to make comparisons. Existing 
classifications do not seem adequate. For example, the American 
Geophysical Union (1965) classes watersheds used in ccsearch studies 
into two principal categories:- experimental watersheds and 
representative watersheds. They state -
"an experimental watershed is one that has been chosen and instru-
mented for study of hydrologic phenomena; a representative watershed 
is one that has been chosen and instrumented to represent a broad area 
in lieu of making measurements on all watersheds." 
The Director of the Office of Water Resources Research of the U,S. 
Department of the Interior (Renne, 1967) quotes this classification 
and comments that -
"studies using experimental watersheds imply a search for 
principles, relationships, and factors for prediction schemes; studies 
using representative watersheds imply that data are transferred quite 
directly to other watersheds where similar measurements are not available.'! 
This classification has some weaknesses. Apart from being very 
broad, it is not well defined. Some groups of representative basins 
are specifically intended for study of basic relationships, for example, 
the Australian system of representative basins is being selected "for 
detailed study, particularly of rainfall-runoff relationships." 
(Australian Water Resources Council, 1967, p.4). 
The following classification system, which encompasses both 
methods of data collection and methods of data analysis, is proposed 
as an alternative. 
Collection 
of data 
Analysis 
of data 
Observational 
Methods 
Experimental 
Methods 
Statistical 
[ Physical 
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E 
F 
Plots 
Unit Source Areas 
Barometer Watersheds 
Representative Basins 
Vigil Basins 
Benchmark Basins 
Calibrated Catchments 
Paired Catchments 
Multiple-catchment 
experiments 
Graphical Analysis 
Single-variable analysis 
Mul ti-variable analysis 
Catchment Models 
The separation of data collect i on from data a nalysis serves 
principally for the review of past s tudies which is made her e j but lS 
not the most suitable approach to plann i ng of land use exp erimerrts. 
Integrated studies where collecti o n of data is p lanned in conjunction 
with analysis of data are described later in this paper. 
COLLECTION OF DATA - OBSERVAT IO NAL METHODS. 
A variety of methods of data collection have been used in experi -
me nts and projects to evaluat e land use e ff ects. The methods range 
from the purely passive, or observational, t o t he active, or experi-
mental, approach. This di s tinction bet ween observational and experi-
ment al is ado p ted as a primary sepa rat ion in the c lassification of 
methods of data collection. 
With observational me thods, the observer plays a p as sive role by 
observin g the be haviour of different catchments, and attempting t o 
deduce by analysis the influenc e of catchment cha rac teristics or land 
use on the observed variable, usually runoff o r sediment yield. With 
experimental methods, the experimenter in troduc es a deliberate change 
to some part of the catchment sys t em, and then attempts to monito r 
the ef f e cts produced by tha t cha nge . 
Obse rvational methods encompass both large complex situations as 
in r epre sentative basins and smaller , more homogeneo us situations as 
in runoff a nd soil loss plots. Unit source areas are between these 
extremes in both size and homogen e i ty . Experimental methods include 
"befo:ce and after" studies o f a singl e c a tchmen t, comparisons of 
different catchments in paire d-catchment studi es, and multiple-
watershed experiments in which many catchments and many treatments are 
involved. The se methods are described in the fo llowing sec tions . 
Plots 
The two basic ideas behind the u sc: of s mall plots for hydrologic 
studies are firstly that, being small, i t shoul d be possibl e to select 
different sit es with variation in only one factor (such as s l ope~ soil 
type 1 land use; etc.), and, secondlYl being cheap, sufficient rep lica-
tions could be made to ensu re statistical signi ficance of the results. 
Rarely, i f eve r , are these ideals attai ned or even adequat e ly pursued 
in practice. 
Haywoo d (1967a and 1967b) has made a comprehe n s ive review of pl ot 
e xperiments, particularly those direct e d towa rds soil loss. This 
s t udy has shown the wide range of p lots whicL have been used~ rangi ng 
from a fe w square feet to several t housand square f eet in area. 
This rev ie w has also shown up two major weak nesses which typify 
mo st plot studies - lack of statisti c a l design and analysis of the 
experiments, and, more specifically, disregard for any bias created by 
the boundaries of the plot. Fractional-acre plots in particular are 
so small that boundary effects can completely dominate natural effects. 
Interference with the natural overland flow pattern and wind blow of 
rain and soil particles into the collecting gutters can create quite 
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considerable errors in the data collected from plots. The need to 
allow for such effects in plot experiments has been set out elsewhere. 
(Boughton, 1967b). 
There are few results from plot studies related to land-use 
evaluation which are valid, quantitative, and statistically significant. 
In addition, the study by Minshall and Jameson (1965) shows clearly 
the differences which can occur between watershed runoff and runoff 
from plots within the watershed due to both interflow and transmission 
losses. The problems of bias interent in the collection of data from 
plots are thus compounded by the problems of extrapolation from the 
plot to the whole watershed. 
Before plots could be used with confidence for land-use evaluation 
studies, some basic investigations of the following would be needed:-
(a) to establish the degree of bias to data caused by the nature 
of the plot construction. 
(b) to establish the variance within so-called homogeneous areas 
which plots are used to sample. 
(c) to clarify the differences between plot runoff and watershed 
runoff due to interflow and transmission losses. 
Unit Source Areas 
The unit source area is an approach to isolation of the factors 
affecting runoff and soil loss which is intermediate between plots and 
large catchments. 
A unit source area is presumed to have relatively homogeneous 
soils and vegetation cover, uniform precipitation, and geologic 
influences on the surface outflow which are a~eally representative 
(Kincaid et aI, 1966). Amerman (1965) defines a unit source area as 
"a" subdivision of a complex watershed which, ideally t has a single 
cover, a single soil type, and is otherwise physically homogeneous." 
The underlying concept is that complex watershed runoff is 
essentially a summation of the runoff contributions from its component 
unit source areas. Unit source areas that are sufficiently alike are 
assumed to react in a similar manner hydrologically when they are 
subject to storms that are alike. Amerman says:-
"by prediction and combination of unit source area runoff, it 
should be possible to predict runoff from ungauged complex watersheds. 
In this manner, the integrated effects on runoff of various combinations 
of land use changes on a complex watershed may be calculated without 
actually measuring the evaluating runoff from other complex watersheds 
to which the several plans have been applied." 
The runoff computed from unit source areas at Coshocton did not 
agree with observed runoff in the examples quoted by Amerman, but 
linear regression equations between computed and observed data gave 
correlation coefficients of 0.98 for a 76 acre watershed and 0.99 for 
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a 7.4 acre watershed. Amerman suggests that the disagreement in 
direct comparison may be due to:-
(1 ) interflow 
(2) partial area runoff 
(3) influence of runoff from upslope areas upon runoff 
production on downslope unit source areas. 
Amerman and McGuinness (1966) discuss this problem of extending 
from small areas to large complex watersheds. These authors give the 
following definition of unit source watersheds:-
"Unit source watersheds are defined as all research watersheds, 
plots included, whose data are to be applied directly to larger 
watersheds." 
Robins, Kelly and Hamon (1965) propose the use of unit source 
watersheds as a basis for hydrologic study of a 93-sq.mile experimental 
catchment in Idaho, but this report and the others cited omit any 
detailed specification for delineating unit source types and for 
classifying sub-areas of catchments into these types. Amerman (1965) 
also cites unit source studies by Rowe (1943) and Allis (1962). Doty 
and Carter (1965) use unit source areas for study of the rates and 
particle size distributions in soil erosion. 
A Unit Source Watershed Conference was held at St. Louis, Mo., 
U.S.A., in February 1965, indicating the American interest in this 
method of research; however, unit source methods are virtually 
unknown in Australia and New Zealand. While the concept is attractive 
because of its relative simplicity, the following apparent weaknesses 
require some resolution before the method would be satisfactory for 
land use studies:-
(a) the present lack of specifications for classifying and 
identifying unit source areas. 
(b) the lack of data on differences in the response of unit 
source areas of the same type, i.e. the within-type 
variation which will determine the significance of between-
type variation. 
(c) the unknown effects of interflow, partial area runoff, and 
transmission loss in extrapolation from unit source areas 
to whole catchments. 
Barometer Watersheds 
Dortignac and Beattie (1965) describe a catchment unit that seems 
to be a special type of representative basin. These watersheds, used 
by the U.S. Forest Service, are termed "barometer watersheds" and are 
stated to be "50,000 to 150,000 acres in area (80 sq. miles to 240 sq. 
miles) selected to represent a broad climatic-physiographic region." 
These catchments are surveyed in detail with measurements of water 
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storage capacities of soil and rock, vegetative composition, ground 
cover, etc. Sampling techniques are applied to the measurements to 
ensure accuracy. The data obtained are combined in a water balance 
analysis which accounts completely for the disposition of precipitation 
from the moment snow or rain strikes water surface, soil, rock or vege-
tation, through all of the runoff or percolation processes until the 
precipitation is accounted for as runoff past the gauging station or 
as deep percolation. 
Parameters in this analysis are adjusted (not stated how) until 
hydrographs are reproduced "with reasonable accuracy" whence the water-
shed is "adequately characterised or calibrated". Extrapolation to 
other areas is not clearly explained. 
The approach described in the paper by Dortignac and Beattie 
could be sound. The problem in reviewing the concept of "barometer 
watersheds" is that insufficient information is available on two 
important fundamental aspects:-
(a) how parameters in the water balance model are adjusted in 
order to calibrate the catchment 
(b) what criteria and methods are used to extrapolate the 
results from one watershed to other areas. 
Representative Basins 
The concept of a representative basin arises from the fact that 
the land surface of the earth contains a number of recognisably diff-
erent landscapes, i.e. types of country as determined by geology, topo-
graphy, land-use etc., and that within each landscape a catchment or 
catchments may be selected which are representative of the catchments 
which form the landscape. Hydrological similarity among the catchments 
of the region is presumed. 
GenerallYi the boundaries of such regions are determined by 
climatic zones, lithology, and landform. The region need not be in a 
virgin condition and, usually, virgin-condition catchments of a repres-
entative nature are treated separately as Benchmark or Vigil Basins 
(see later sections). However, a representative basin should be devel-
oped to the same extent as, and have the same land-use, as the region 
in general. 
Representative basins form the other extreme in size and complexity 
to plots in the range of observational methods used in land-use studies 
in hydrologYD The concept of a representative basin may have preceded 
the International Hydrological Decade (I.H.D.) but it was the I.H.D. 
programme in which this terminology was formalised. Descriptions con-
tained in I.H.D. reports give a wide range of sizes of representative 
basins~ recently given as generally from 1 to 250 sq. km. and rarely 
in excess of 1000 sq. km. 
In countries where a network of representative basins is to be 
gauged 9 data will be recorded from a wide range of catchments, and it 
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is probable that data will be obtained from some landscapes that other-
wise may not have been included in the national networko However, the 
scientific merit of representative basins is not at all clear and the 
value of the data collected, beyond routine assessment of national 
water resources, is open to question. 
The underlying concept that repeating units in a landscape are 
hydrologically identical, or at least sufficiently similar for one 
catchment to be representative of the group, has never been establishedo 
The few studies which have examined catchments on a regional basis 
and examined the differences between regions, for example Sopper and 
Lull (1965) or Ivanov and Romanov (1965), give the impression that 
there is as much hydrological variation among the catchments in a 
region as there is between different regions. 
It would be wrong to condemn the collection of data from catch-
ments in such diverse landscapes as will be included in representative 
basin networks. Indeed, there is still a great need for collection of 
data on many such catchments in Australia and New Zealand. However, 
there could be danger in use of the term "representative" if it is 
allowed to convey the impression that hydrological similarity of catch-
ments in a region is a proven fact, and that data from one such catch-
ment may be extrapolated directly to other catchments in the same region. 
The greater danger is that, if such an impression became estab-
lished without argument to the contrary, there could be increasing 
difficulty in obtaining funds for some basic research in hydrology, 
particularly research which is needed to check the very concept which 
is being adopted. 
The report of the 1st Session of the Coordinating Council of the 
I.H.D. held in Paris in May 1965, mentions Decade Stations, Benchmark 
Basins l and Vigil Basins in addition to Representative Basins. 
Decade Stations describe the minimum essential stream gauging 
network, i&e. the stations of major significance for defining the water 
resources of a country, or stations which are established to assess the 
resources of an area which is under special examination for development 
purposese It seems that this class of station is of more concern to 
countries with stream gauging networks less developed than in Australia 
and New Zealand. Benchmark and Vigil Basins are more related to the 
topic of this paper and are described separately in the following 
sections. 
Benchmark Basins 
The following is quoted from the Report of the 1st Session of the 
Coordinating Council of the I.H.D. :-
"By exploitation of resources, manis mark upon his own environment 
becomes ever deeper and more drastic. On the other hand, changes in 
climatic patterns, through their effects on the hydrological cycle, on 
soil, and on vegetation can produce results remarkably similar to those 
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caused by th e works of mano Among natural phenome na, t h e mos t pervas-
i ve and probably the mos t i mportant are the s l ow a nd subt l e ch a nges i n 
l and , vegetation and water which result di rectly or i ndire ct ly fr om 
varia t ions in climate. Over periods of time, pu l sa t ions in pre c ipi ta-
tion and t emperature regimes cause changes in e vapot ranspi ra tion , in 
soil - moisture recharge, in groundwater recharge y and in s t r eamflow . 
Climati c variations also cause changes in patterns of er osion g of 
which spectacular consequences can be observ e d i n ari d are a s. 
Hydrologic ben~hmarks are basins and as s oc ia t ed s t a ti ons e stab-
lished to provide simple measures of time trends i n t h e secul ar mar ch 
o f hydrologic events unaffected by the works of man. Beyon d s i mple 
measurements , however , they provide the means for more sophisti c a t ed 
uses suc h as direct comparison with other records . For exampl e ~ 
records of streamflow at a regular gauging statio n may show a downwar d 
t r end relative to flow at a nearby hydrologic benc hmark . In sui tab l e 
circumstances~ this would be di rect evidence of streamflow de pl etiono 
Hydrologic benchmarks would hel p unravel t he interrelations amo ng 
cl i mat i c and hydrologic variabl es with confidenc e t hat the res ul t s ar e 
no t biased by effects of human a c tivity . The interrelation s t hus 
demonstrated c ould provide the base or datum for dis t ingui shing 
natural from artificial phenomena elsewhere." 
This quotat ion illustrates the conc ept behi nd ben c hmark bas i ns 
for use i n l and- use studies. Their use is not suffic i ent l y widespread 
or well-es t abl i shed to give muc h indication of their val ue at this time. 
Vi gil Bas i ns 
The f ollowing is quoted from t he Report o f t he 1st Session of t he 
Coordinating Council of t he IoHoD o ~ -
YlThe pur pose of ( t he Vig i l) network is to e stab l i s h s t at i ons a n d 
make observations generally similar to those establishe d fo r the bench-
mark networks; but with no attempt either to pro tect the s t a t i on from 
artificial changes or t o deliberately introdu c e spec i al changes. Vigi l 
basin s may be regarded as a spe cial type of represe n t a t i v e basin. 
The purpos e o f the vigil bas i ns is t o c ol l ect dat a t hat wil l 
c l arify relation s be t we e n man 9 t he land a n d the hydr ologi c al c ycle. 
The ne t work will inc lude areas 9 therefore~ t ha t are subje c t to such 
uses as farming , g r az i ng) defores t a t ion, affores t a t io n g community 
de velopment, and o t her a c tivities o f man ." 
The Coordinating Counci l of the I oHoD. re c @gn i sed Vigil Bas i ns as 
a special type of catchment for da t a c ol l e c tion , bu t di d no t re c ommend 
spec ial attention to t his form of cat c hment dur i ng the I . HoDo 
Even with the descri ption g i ven , t he c on c ep t a nd e x ac t purpose of 
Vigi l Basins are somewhat vague, and their rel ation t o benchmark and 
represe n tative basins also cloudy. The proposals given by Slaymaker 
and Chorley (1964) for establishment of a Vigil Network in Great 
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Britain give the impression that these basins are intended wholly for 
geomorphological studies, but this may have been just the special 
interest of these authors. 
Vigil Basins appear to be midway in size between unit source 
areaS and representative basins. They are about the same size as 
catchments generally used in experimental studies, but are an observa-
tional type of catchment. They complete a series, arranged in order 
of size, of plots - unit source areas, vigil basins, representative 
basins - general streamgauging networks. 
COLLECTION OF DATA - EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
With experimental methods, as distinct from the observational 
methods described earlier, the experimenter observes a catchment 
during a calibration period until he is satisfied that he is able to 
determine the "normal" response of the catchment under given conditions 
of rainfall and evaporation, either by comparison with the behaviour 
of another catchment nearby or from some relationship with rainfall, 
evaporation, etc., established during the calibration period. 
The experimental catchment is then treated in the required manner 
and the runoff or sediment yield observed after treatment is compared 
with estimates of the normal or without-treatment behaviour of the 
catchment obtained from the earlier comparisons or calibrations. 
The basic experimental methods used are -
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Calibration of Single Catchment 
Paired Catchments 
Multiple Catchment experiments. 
Calibration method 
This method is also referred to as "Before and After" technique, 
"Single Basin" technique and by some other titles. Essentially, a 
single catchment is calibrated for a number of years until its behav-
iour can be predicted from its past performances. A treatment is 
imposed and its effect is measured in terms of the deviation from the 
expected behaviour. 
Success or failure of this method depends wholly on the ability 
to predict the behaviour of the catchment from climatic variables, 
usually rainfall and evaporation. The two approaches to relating run-
off to climatic variables are by linear regression (for example, see 
Reigner) 1964) or by use of a catchment model. 
Reigner describes the single watershed approach as -
n ••• 1ess costly because no control is involved, and the analysis 
is more informative because it relates streamflow to the factors that 
influence it rather than to streamflow from another watershed only. 
Its principle disadvantage is its complexity; considerably more 
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t a bulation and analys i s of data are required than wi t h the c on t rol 
wa tersh e d system," 
However 9 the single wate rshed approac h is not wel l regarded 
g e n erally . Sharp 9 Owe n and Gibb (1959) c onclude "co o it i s not bel i e ve d 
t his method of testing effects of land use and treatment changes on 
water y ie ld is either logical or practica1 9 henc e ~ although it has 
been t ried 9 is not being used by this projecL 11 
Paired Cat chments 
This method invol ves the use of an untreated control catchment 
( somet i mes more than one) i n conjunction with the experimental catch-
ment whi c h is to be treated. This method is also c alled "Comparative 
Basi ns" technique 9 "Control Watershed" method, e tc o~ but all names 
r efer to t he same concept and method. 
Two c at c hments are selec te d for their simil arity in size , shape , 
t opography , plant cover, land-use~ climate , and general loca t ion. 
Fi rst, they are calibrated for a period of years to establish t he 
response of each to a variety of storm conditions. The pe riod of 
calibration is long enough that t he behaviour of one c an be predic t ed 
from t he behaviour of the other. Criteria and methods for determining 
the required length of calibration have been proposed by Wi 1m (1949) , 
Kovner and Evans (1954), Bethlahmy (1963) and Reinhart (1965). The 
period appears to range from about 3 t o 10 years. 
Following the cal ibration, a treatment is applied to one catc hme nt 
whil e the o t h e r i s left as a control. The effects of the t reatmen t 
are me asure d as departures from t he predicted behaviour of the cat c h~ 
mento The pre dic ti ons of expected behaviour are based on the c ontrol 
catchment , but may be supported by predictions based on the period of 
c a li br a t ion . If the c limatic c onditions are t he same for the treatment 
and calibratio n pe r i ods, and the characteri s tics o f the contro l catch~ 
me nt have remai ned unaltered~ t hen changes in the cha r a c teristics of 
streamflow or sediment y i e ld are attributed to t h e t rea t ment. 
This techni q u e was first used in the Wagon Wheel Gap study of 
1911 ( Bates and Henry, 1928). Hi bber t (1965) l ists 32 paired-
c a tc hment studies of t he effect of fores t treatments on water yield. 
The mos t c omprehe ns ive s t udy of this me t hod has been made by 
Sharp 9 Owe n and Gi bbs (1959 )0 They found t hat the r a tio of flow on one 
c a tc hmen t to fl ow on anothe r was not cons t ant during periods of cali-
brati on be fore any treat ments had been appliedo The y reported tha t 
" the reactions of smal l water s heds c o o are so erra tic tha.t direct 
c omparisons are not safe". 
Ivanov and Romanov (1 965) also give exampl es t o show t ha t the use 
o f comparisons be t ween c a tchments c an be me aninglessQ The y used 
variou s pai rs o f c at c hments to illustrate the relative evaporation 
rate s from swamps and swampless areas. Three pairs of catchment s were 
used i n the example 9 and 9 a ccording to the au t hors ) "each pair of 
comparati v e bas i ns is selected wi thin a homogeneous physiographic a l 
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region which is homogeneous not only in climatic conditions but also 
in relief~ geologic structure and some other characteristics. The 
selection waS performed on the basis of usual qualitative areal des-
criptions without any quantitative measures of relief and other 
characteristicso" 
Comparison of the second pair of catchments showed that normal 
annual evaporation from swamps is greater than from swampless areas 9 
comparison of the third pair of catchments showed that it is less, 
while comparison of the first pair showed that normal annual evapora~ 
tion from swamps was a negative amount, 
Multiple Catchment Experiments. 
Wicht (1965) describes multiple catchment experiments in South 
Africa designed to overcome the deficiencies of paired catchment 
experiments. These are afforestation experiments on a group of 6 
catchments 9 designed to compare the hydrological effects of deliberate 
controlled burning in spring~ summer and autumn on 4 to 12-year cycles~ 
and indefinite protection of the scrub. 
An integrated pattern of treatments is applied to the complex of 
watersheds J in which the components are closely comparable in geology, 
topography, and initial vegetal cover~ and simultaneously subject to 
the same or related uncontrolled~ extraneous 1 climatic influences. 
Related treatments on related watersheds are expected to produce 
related effects. 
The experiments are designed for a major rotation cycle of 40 
years and, on the 6 watersheds included, an 8-year secondary planting-
cycle permits the progressive development of a complete series of age 
classes. The burning experiments are designed to include indefinite 
protection with which burning can be compared. 
The comparison of identically treated watersheds and of diversely 
treated watersheds with two or more under the original treatment will 
be used to test whether discharge relationships have changes due to 
influences other than that of the treatment. The treatments are 
replicated and the results checked by repeated comparison of different 
watersheds variously treated. 
Striffler (1965) describes experimental work on forested catch-
ments in the central and southern United States where the effects of 
disturbances, such as roading and strip mining, on water yield and 
water quality, is evaluated by the multiple catchment technique. Data 
from a large number of catchments are analysed statistically to 
de termine the influence of the disturbances. 
In New Zealand, Yates (1962) describes a series of multiple catch-
ment experiments (called IIcomparative catchment studies") designed to 
assess the effects of grazing? oversowing and topdressing, and cultiva-
tion and conservation structures (such as pasture furrows and graded 
banks) on runoff and soil loss. These experiments were planned by the 
Department of Agriculture, to be undertaken on groups of catchments at 
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Makara and Moutere. At Makara} eight catchments were to be combined 
in a 2 x 2 factorial experiment, and similar experiments were proposed 
for the 16 catchments at Moutere. 
These examples portend the development of more complex experimentaJ 
methods in hydrology~ beyond the traditional calibration and paired 
catchment techniques. 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The variables used as criteria to illustrate the effects of land-
use changes are numerous. For example, a few of the variables used 
in simple comparison studies of runoff (neglecting the many variables 
in catchment models t and sediment yield variables) are:-
volume of runoff 
peak rate of runoff 
coefficients of runoff 
seasonal distribution of runoff 
half-flow time 
flow duration distribution 
groundwater recession constant 
There are also ratios of runoff from one catchment to runoff from 
control catchments, residuals of rainfall minus runoff, etc. To simplify 
the profusion of variables used as these criteria~ the following classifi~ 
cation is proposed for methods of analysis: 
1. Statistical 
Graphical Methods (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Single variable analysis 
Multi~variable analysis 
2. Physical 
(i) Catchment models 
Statistical methods treat the data as abstract variables without 
concern for cause and effect relationships. The emphasis is on testing 
the significance of differences between data obtained after change in 
land use from data obtained before the change. The major abuse of 
statistical methods occurs when attempts are made to use the results 
from an arbitrarily selected model (e.g. multiple linear regression) 
from which wild speculations about physical behaviour of the variates 
are made. 
Physical methods i on the other hand, begin from known or postulated 
cause and effect relationships and are generally used to demonstrate 
that the proposed physical relationships reproduce observed hydrologi-
cal behaviour to a satisfactory degree. Statistical and physical 
methods are described in more detail in the following sections. 
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ANALYSIS OF DATA - STATISTICAL METHODS 
Graphical 
The use of graphical methods of analysis such as double-mass 
plots (plotting cumulative runoff from one catchment against cumula-
tive runoff from another catchment) is common in land use studies. 
Graphs are used both to find and to illustrate the changes thought to 
be caused by the change in land use. 
Graphical methods have a place in preliminary analyse s and for 
illustration of results after more comprehensive analyses. However, 
graphical me t hods only supplement the final statistical analysis of 
data and are not an alternative" It is unfortunate that graphical 
methods are often proposed as the sole analysis of data that may have 
taken 10 or more years to collect. 
Most graphical methods have a statistical equivalent from which 
numerical values can be given to the variations detected on a graph. 
This can be illustrated by considering the common graphical method of 
plotting cumulative runoff from one catchment against cumulative run-
off from a second catchment. This method is usually associated with 
paired catchment experiments and involves t wo assumptions : 
(a) the ratio of runoff from one catchment to runoff from the 
second catchment is relatively constant and so the cumulative plotting 
results in a relatively straight line. 
(b) following treatment of one catchment (or change in its land 
us e ) the ratio of runoff will still be relatively constant but at a 
different value'!) the difference appearing as a different slope on the 
graph, and being due to the treatment. 
In reality, the runoff ratio before treatment is not a single 
value but will have a distribution of values about a mean value . After 
treatment, there will still be a scatter or distribution of values o f 
the runoff ratio, but the hypothesis to be tested is that the mean has 
changed to a different value. 
This resolve s into a simple exercise in statistics. There are 
two groups of values for the runoff ratio (before treatment and after 
treatment) and we can test the probability that both groups are drawn 
from the same populati on, i .e. the difference between them is due to 
chance fluctuation and not c onclusively ttributable to the change in 
land useD If t he Student is t test shows that the probability of the two 
groups being drawn from the same population is very small, then the 
hypothesis that the difference in mean value is due to the treatment 
is substantiated. The difference between the means of the two groups 
of values may the n be accepted as the difference produced by the 
treatmen t or change in land=use. 
However, fluctuations in runoff due to differences in rainfal l 
can be significant, and statistical checking of the homogeneity of the 
climate before and after treatment should be made to avoid introduction 
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of such errors o Unfortunately, there is no established methodology 
for analyses such as these. 
Another method of graphical analysis which has been used is to 
plot flow duration curves for both before and after treatment and to 
attribute differences in the curves to the treatment. This also 
ignores natural variations in flow durations on untreated catchments 
and can allow natural variations to be interpreted as being due to the 
applied treatment. A conversion to a statistical equivalent may be 
made by examining the differences between the before treatment distribu-
tion and the after treatment distribution using the chi-square test of 
significance. 
Single Variable Analysis 
The most important aspect of data analysis is to take account of 
natural variations and to ensure that other variations 9 which are to 
be attributed to change in land use g are significantly different from 
the natural fluctuations. Not all of the variables which are encountered 
in these stUdies are constant from storm to storm or from year to year. 
Volumes and peak rates of runoff~ coefficients of runoff and distribu-
tion of runoff throughout the year, etc.~ all show differences from one 
period of record to another. It is human nature that the fluctuations 
which veer towards the direction we hope for are accepted as proof of 
our hypothesis while fluctuations which veer away from the desired 
direction are discarded as errors in measurement. 
Simple statistical techniques are available to help distinguish 
variations caused by change in land use from natural variations in the 
variable being analysed. The two techniques which are most useful for 
the tests of significance needed in these studies are the Student's t 
test and the Chi-square test. 
In records collected over a number of years 9 a variable such as 
the date when half of the yearly flow has passed (half-flow date) will 
have a mean value and a standard deviation of the values. Following 
a change in land use, a new mean value is observed. The Student's t 
test will give a test of significance of the difference in the mean 
values. Half-flow date was proposed by Court (1962) for studying 
possible changes in streamflow regime caused by watershed management 
practices, especially vegetational manipUlation aimed at increasing 
snowpack and delaying snowmelto 
The problem of significant differences in distributions such as 
change in a flow duration distribution, is more readily examined 
using the Chi-square test. Changes in flow duration curves have been 
used by Reinhart (1965) and others. 
Knisel (1963) and Brown (1965) used the slope of the recession 
curve as an indicator variable, while Schneider (1965) uses a low flow 
index defined as the Ifaverage annual minimum daily flow"o There are a 
multitude of coefficients based on the ratio of runoff to rainfall; 
for example, Dunin (1965) uses 3 yield coefficients - on an annual 
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b asis, on a storm basis and on a rate of flow ba s i s - in analys is o f 
a paired-c atchment experiment i n Vjd ~oria . 
He wlet t a.nd Hibber t ( 1965) define two res por~ 8 factors which 
des cribe t he rat io o f surface r unoff t o t otal runo f f (surface r unoff 
plus ground~a te r fl ow) and t he ratio of 6u r fa~~ runoff to pr ec ta-
t i ona Thes e m2asures are mean t t o indic a te the effect~ of for ests in 
ame liora ting flo od flows from a catchme nt. 
These examples may give so m~ idea of the rangQ of variables use d 
a s 1ndicatcrs , e ither of t he effects of a chang ) in land use or of t he 
differenc,c bet;weE:~l catchments having differC'·nt char a.cteri~tics. The y'c' 
is a need fo r a mor o de t ailed review of th ese vari~bl es than i s gi ve n 
h e r,,; and of some sort'1.ng a nd claddfy ing . 
Multivar i abl e Analysis 
Mul tivariable analysis i s most common in analy6 ~s of observat i o al -
t ype experime nts. Data a re rec orde d f rom a numb er of variables , a nd 
the data are analysed to de te rmine what corre lations exist among the 
var i ableso An ill ustra ti on is the equation us ed by Mus gra ve (1947) 
f or pre dicting soil los s: 
where 1i' ::: ,J;J 
I ~ 
R ::: 
c ~:; = 
L == 
1.35 0.35 1 Q 75 
1. R. S. 
.L oP30 
soil l oss in a c re inc he s 
inherent ero di bility of soil i n i nch e s 
a c ov e r factor 
degree of slope in perc ent 
l ength of slope in feet 
::=. max imum 30 minu t e rainfal l 
f re quency, in inches . 
amount for a t wo ye ar 
The most popul a r me t hod used fo r mul tivariable a nal ysis is mul -
tiple linear r egression. It has inc re ased in popul ar i ty si nc: ~ t h e 
introduction of digital comput ers~ undo ubtedl y due t o t he prepare d 
regre s sion progr ams whic h ar e now avai lable a t mos t co mpu ter instal l a-
t ions and thp ease with which they can be uGe d. 
Mul tiple non-li near regression i s not co mm on exce pt for l ogarith-
mic tra nsforma tion of a linear r egression l which results in e qua tions 
of the type illustrated in the soil loss equat ion above . Graphical 
mu l ti variable no n-, linear corr elations are not c om mon but graphical 
methods a re fl.8xible to use 0 The a ccurac y obtai nab l e with graphical 
methods is fr quentl y equal to the ac curac y of t he dat a used . 
Multiple re gressions ar e useful in deriving pre diction equa tions 
where t he v alue of one variable, e.g. soi l l oss, can be predi c t e d from 
values of o t her variables, e.g. slope~ cover j e tco l based on pas t 
relat i onships of the variables. However. much confusion arises whe n 
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attempts are made to interpret these prediction equations as cause 
and effect relationships. 
As an example of the difference~ it might be observed that the 
sale of blankets in Canada rises when weather in England is very cold. 
Given data for a number of years, a regression equation could be 
derived to estimate sales of blankets in Canada from temperatures in 
England. Now 9 it would be absurd to postulate a cause and effect 
relationship that Canadians buy blankets because Englishmen are cold. 
Yet because cold weather in England is highly correlated with cold 
weather in Canada 9 the prediction equation could give good results o 
While this example may show clearly the difference between pre-
diction equations and causal relationships~ the difference becomes 
clouded in land use hydrology where the physical process is complex 
and not well understood. A recent example (Taylor 9 1967) illustrates 
the absurd misinterpretations that can occur with indiscriminate use 
of multiple linear regression. By attempting to correlate mean annual 
discharge in cusecs with mean annual rainfall and catchment area as 
independent variables~ Taylor found that rainfall was not a significant 
factor in causing runoff. To quote: 
"Rainfall emerges as a significant factor only when the effect of 
area is incorporated in the dependent variable as a runoff/area ratio; 
the mean annual rainfall then becomes of prime importance. To a large 
extent~ however 9 the effects of catchment size overrule the effects of 
local climatic variations." 
A little reasoning in advance should have dictated that the 
volume of runoff should have been correlated with the volume of input, 
i.e. the product of rainfall and area, and not with rainfall and area 
as independent factors. Misuses of multiple linear regression such as 
this have resulted in many hydrologists discarding the method altogether. 
In an endeavour to find a statistical method by which causal 
relationships might be established, some hydrologists have turned to 
factor analysis (Snyder, 1962, Wong, 1963, Eiselstein 1966). In mul-
tiple regression, the contribution of a number of predictor variables 
to the variance of the dependent variable is expressed in the predic-
tion equation. In factor analysis~ principle components are found 
which describe the variance of all of the variables. The principle 
components or factors are the eigenvectors of the correlation matrix 
of the variables. 
Unfortunately, there is no direct physical significance of the 
eigenvectors. To quote from Eiselstein:= 
"The interpretation of the eigenvectors is somewhat subjective 
and consists of determining which of the original independent variables 
are primary contributors to each eigenvector and from this information 
deciding which quantities of variance each eigenvector is mainly con= 
cerned with." 
It is this subjective interpretation that is the major weakness 
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of factor analysis. This method, therefore, offers no more information 
on physical relationships than does multiple linear regression. Both 
methods can establish that there is some correlation between the 
variables but neither can determine whether this is spurious (e.g. 
Canadian blankets and English weather) or causal. 
ANALYSIS OF DATA - CATCHMENT MODELS 
The difference between mathematical catchment models and the 
previously described statistical methods of analysis is one of the most 
important distinctions in modern hydrological analysis. Catchment 
models are deterministic instead of probabilistic, parametric instead 
of stochastic, and are based on a specified structure of physical 
processes rather than on a manipulation of independent and abstract 
data sets. 
The purpose of a catchment model is to simulate the physical pro-
cesses of the land phase of the hydrological cycle, from input of rain 
and snow to final disposition as runoff, evapotranspiration 10ss9 deep 
drainage, or change in the moisture storage of the catchment. 
In essence, a catchment model may be regarded as having two major 
components - one to carry forward a sequential water balance and so 
determine what losses occur when rain falls; and the second to rout 
the excess rainfall after losses through surface and channels storages 
to determine the shape of the outflow hydrograph. 
Sequential water balances to determine volumes of runoff are not 
new. Many attempts have been made to determine annual yield as the 
residual of annual precipitation minus annual evapotranspiration loss. 
However t differences in the carryover of catchment storage from year 
to year can produce substantial errors, and even with monthly water 
balances, the errors can be very high, particularly in areas of water 
deficient summers. 
For accurate estimates of runoff, it is necessary to use daily 
increments of time. Chapman (1963) demonstrated the use of a daily 
water balance involving only a single moisture store to represent 
catchment storage, in a study of runoff from the Upper Goulburn River 
catchment. In order to simulate the variation of infiltration rate 
during a storm, and the action of interflow and similar processes~ it 
is necessary to have a more complex representation of the moisture 
holding capacity of a catchment than a single moisture store. In 
addition~ to simulate these processes with any accuracy, it is 
necessary to use time increments in the order of one hour or lesso 
The water balance components of a typical modern catchment model 
will probably contain about four moisture stores with the movement of 
water into, out of9 and between the stores specified by operating rules. 
Calculation of rainfall excess during storms for determining the shape 
of the runoff hydro graph may use time increments as small as 15 
minutes but more likely one hour. Between storms, simulation of drying 
and drainage will probably revert to a daily basis. 
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BeC8tt3C 01 h. e o.mol).n -r.. of calculat~on i:-~ ;" () _l ~l ~i\j ~·:3.t: 11tn€n t models 
a rc genera l l y prepa red as ;pogrumc fo~operation on an electroni c 
dig 7t a l com?ut ~ ~ . The first and m0 G~d0 Lailed catchment rn ~ d91 pre-
red in t hi s ~ay was at Stan ford rrni~~rs ity by Cra : fo rd Qn ) Linsley 
1962 ) ,Muc h ;,H)yk r.as been done i.n d.'" 'lE:l op:L ng 1-~. !l.d c: x ·.~ending the ear ly 
moc : ~ to t he ent Stanford Watershed Model Mark IV (Crawford and 
Lins ley, 1966 . In Australia~ Boughton (1966a, 1966b) develope d a 
model u8i ~ onl y daily data for estima tion of catchm2nt yi el d~ a nd 
t hi s modal is b 2i~ g deve loped further a t Linc oln Coll ~ ge in New 
Zealand. 
If th use o f a di gj t a l computer speed~d up wa ts r balance c&l~ula­
ti ons by only ~wo or ~br ~ e times, the improve d s pe od could be regarded 
a s s imply a n improveme nt of existing technique s . Ho wever, t he operat-
ng s peeds of :urrent 3rd generation computers is faster t han manual 
or ~e c tro-mechanic al c a lcul at i ng speeds by 4 to 5 ( rders of magni tude. 
Thi s has introduc ed not a the facilities f or handling much mor e 
co mpL~X water balance and hydrograph calculations, but has int roduced 
comple te l y new conce pts in the approa ch t o data analysis. Crawford 
(1965) d c~ scribes t hes e d e-~'e lopments a s "revolutionary ra.ther than 
E:' O: ut i.Oliary" , and he usee +. h E: term "digital simulation" to dEfscri be 
t he r..:.e Vlr r;rocess ~ 
As might be e xp8c~c d wi t h a new deve l opment such a6 catchment 
modr.' i h c,:;:'z' is no E's1: a l,}i"'hed methodology or framew ork whic h can b e 
ass ~ ~ssd in the same way a s tatistical methods. How eve r , two asp ects 
of this approach are crucia l , wh Er e mod els are to be used for evaluat-
ing change s in land use. and thcc0 are bri e f : y discusse d her~ . 
First, the selection or design of the struc ture of a catchme nt 
model is de c ide d in an arbi way . Wha t mois t ure s~ore s or physica l 
processes to include, how wa~er ~ill ma ya t hro ugh the systemt what 
allowanc e is ma de for areal variation in in f i l tr ation and o t he r para-
meters, arc al l d ~c ided by th~ d ~E igner o f the ~ odel. It i s an 
analytica l me tho d which makes ~ach man a n arti s t , and provides for 
maximum us c of pro conceive d i d e a s . 
A wi de v a riety o f diff~rent model structures c ~n be used to give 
equa l ly good res ult s in simulating t he runoff pat te~n from rai nfall 
a nd e vaporati on d~ta . Whil e t hjs flexibility ma y be a ttractive to 
the individual werker, it is not conducive to clearly de fined analysis , 
and i s mo re o:en t~ miBi nterpreta~io n t han a ny oth~r method~ 
Th e second aG P~:~ of majo r concern i s the ~if ficulty of int erpre t-
ing value s of the parame t e rs in th e model. Where mo de l s are to be us ed 
for evaluating land use changes, one B~ t of 7a lucs of ~ h e model para-
lt1 'i:'t0 ... ,s ar e us e d to sin:ulat e " b e fo rs treatment H catchm;~ n t behaviour and 
a. c; e cond [j et of Yalu (:[" {;), i ' C; used to repret::cn t t he ll a fteZ' treatment" 
condition. The di ffere nc e i n the 3 i mula t~ d from t he model, 
using f irs t one Get of :a l u0 s and ~hen t he othor , is as sumed to be the 
effec t caused by t he tr ea tmen t . The Stan f ord Watershe d Model is bei ng 
u~ ~d i n t his way to inv es tiga t e a variety of applications ranging from 
th~ e sponse of catchme n ts to weather mod i fications, to t he hydrologi-
cal changes caused by urbR~ development (Crawford and Lins ley, 1966). 
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(i) The land phase of the hydrologic cycle is too complex. It 
will never be possible to achieve a worthwhile definition 
of all the physical processes occurring in a catchment. 
(ii) Even if it were possible to define sufficient of the 
physical processes for an adequate approximation to be made, 
the amount of calculation involved would still make it 
impossible to answer realistic problems. 
(iii) Even if arguments (i) and (ii) could be overcome i the cost 
of collecting sufficient data on all of the variables con-
cerned would be prohibitive, and sufficient replications of 
the experiments for valid statistical significance could 
not be afforded. 
The application of second generation digital computers to hydro-
logical problems became common about 1960. It was about this time 
that Crawford and Linsley (1960) introduced the concept of watershed 
models and digital simulation of the land pbase of the hydrological 
cycle. Third generation computers now provide even faster calculating 
facilities and still higher speeds seem imminent. The use of catchment 
models has developed with the development in computers and there is no 
longer any doubt that we now have adequate computational facilities to 
handle the simulation of very complex watershed models. 
In addition, experimental methods in hydrology have developed 
beyond the traditional paired-catchment, graphical analysis concepts. 
Multiple-catchment experiments are already under way in South Africa 
and the U.S.A. as described earlier. These experiments are approach-
ing a stage equal to the randomised block design of experiments that 
are common in agricultural science, and indicate that resources are 
available for satisfactory experimentation in hydrology once a valid 
methodology is clearly established. 
Experimental hydrology is a neglected field in Australia, except 
for some soil conservation work in Victoria and New South Wales, but 
is more developed in New Zealand. The 16 small catchments which have 
been gauged at Moutere since 1959~ 6 catchments at Taita gauged since 
1955, and others, indicate that the resources currently available here? 
if correctly applied, could be sufficient for valid statistical design 
of experiments of some changes in land use. 
The argument which has not yet been adequately answered is that 
we do not have sufficient knowledge of the physics of the problem to 
design experiments correctly or to set up a simulation model of a 
catchment that can reproduce the effects of change in land use. It 
is the lack of understanding of the physical processes involved that 
at present provides the limit to our abilities? not money or ability 
to handle the computations. 
THE FUTURE 
As the author has served on national committees dealing with the 
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However~ it has been demonstrated (Boughton~ 1967c) that catchment 
models can contain compensating parameters where 9 for example change 
in the value of a moisture storage capacity can be compensated by 
change in value of the infiltration parameters to give nearly similar 
output. Change in value of a moisture storage capacity from 10 inches 
to 20 inches with small change in output was demonstrated. The oppor-
tunities for misinterpretation9 where small variations in output are 
sought among wide natural fluctuations, are obvious. 
One urgent need at the present time is for collection of inter-
mediate data between rainfall and runoff~ particularly soil moisture 
and groundwater storage, in order to obtain a firmer basis for design 
of model structures. Although some data collecting programs, such as 
the experimental catchment program in New Zealand; include measure-
ments of soil moisture and groundwater storage, there is no integration 
of data collection with data analysis 9 i.e. the selection of data to 
be recorded is made quite independently of how the data will be 
analysed. Pious hopes of the future development of improved methods 
of analysis abound in hydrology. 
Catchment models are still very new and their full potential and 
best uses are still unknown. It will be some little time yet before 
the opportunities for analysis presented by digital simulation are 
formulated into a systematic methodology and can be reviewed with 
assurance. 
THE PRESENT SITUATION 
Ackermann (1965) draws an interesting analogy between watershed 
research and weather modification programs. To quote from his report: 
"The history of watershed studies is quite parallel with our 
efforts in the field of weather modification in which we have attempted 
operational programs and field experiments before we understood the 
basic cloud physics and mechanisms of drop coalescence. As a con-
sequence 9 the results of most cloud seeding applications have been 
clouded by the inherent natural variability. Much controversy and 
lost motion has resulted in the rush to achieve effects, but in the 
end we will need to understand the mechanisms before we can success~ 
fully modify them to our advantage." 
This could be summarised in a catch-phrase "Physics first9 
statistics second". Early statistical analyses of land use experiments 
are clouded by misinterpretation and doubts of validity, due to doubts 
about the nature of the problem. If this is to be avoided in future 9 
a much fuller understanding of the physics of the problem must be 
achieved. 
Three arguments have often been used to justify short-cut 
empiricism and an ad hoc approach to this problem of change in land 
use" These are: 
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planning of catchment studies in two countries (The Australian Water 
Resources Council's Advisory Panel on Representative Basins and the 
New Zealand Sub-Committee on Hydrological Decade Experimental Basins) 
the urge to speculate idealistically about what ought to be done is 
tempered by thoughts about what might actually be achieved. 
In Australia~ there is an obvious lack of interest at adminis-
trative level in hydrologic effects of land use changes 3 and little 
understanding of the depth of the problem of evaluating the effects. 
The streamgauging networks, operated by the State and Federal 
Governments. are engineering-dominant and orientated towards the 
major water supply works. Land use hydrology is studied in a small 
way by Soil Conservation, Forestry and Agricultural authorities who 
operate a few experimental catchments. 
The Australian Water Resources Council has initiated some studies 
of runoff estimation for farm dam design~ effects of soil conservation 
works on catchment yield. and the selection of 50 to 100 representative 
basins. These studies have progressed very slowly; even by standards 
of inter~department government committees~ and it would be extremely 
optimistic to predict that any significant increase in Australian 
activity in experimental land use hydrology will be initiated in the 
foreseeable future. 
In New Zealand 3 problems of soil conservation are more severe 1 and 
interest in watershed management covers a wide range of disciplines. 
Experimental catchment studies within the national International 
Hydrological Decade program are accorded more importance and attention 
than representative basins, but both are included. The series of 
experimental catchment studies which have been initiated to date are 
specifically designed to evaluate effects of changes in land use, and 
these studies reflect the interest of conservationists, agricultural-
ists~ and foresters in the problem. 
The major criticism which might be made of the New Zealand pro-
gram is that the emphasis is very much towards empirical studies, such 
as paired catchment experiments with scant planning of the study of 
basic processeso While a number of individual workers are undertaking 
fundamental investigations, there is no coordinated program of such 
work. Current experiments appear to be based on principles of data 
collection similar to earlier overseas studies which have not produced 
expected results in other countries. While interest is being shown in 
the use of mathematical catchment models for analysis of data. there 
is little experience in the use of such techniques, and the collection 
of data does not appear to be well integrated with proposed methods of 
data analysis 0 
Planning of a program of fundamental hydrologic research involving 
experimental catchments is a major task. The specification of what 
fundamental studies of physical processes should be made, in what order 
of prioritYl how each study should be undertaken9 etc. I are questions 
that form a research program by themselves. Planning of the program~ 
collection of data. and analysis of data~ should be allocated equal 
shares of the available resources 9 rather than the predominant alloca-
tion to data collection as at present. 
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The principal problems in land use hydrology are usually concerned 
with the short term pattern of flood runoff, or the long term pattern 
of yield~ or the quality of runoff, the latter including sediment 
problems. As an example of the type of study and type of planning 
mentioned above~ consider how a study to improve current models of 
flood hydrograph production (unit hydrograph9 runoff routing g kinetic 
wave, and conservation-momentum) might be planned. 
The original concept might be for additional streamflow gauges to 
be installed within a catchment to examine the sources of runoff, to 
collect data for hydraulic computation of build-up of the hydrograph~ 
and to study those measures of channel storage which could be used to 
extrapolate the results to other catchments. 
Such a study would involve collection of data for several years 9 
and considerable cost for equipment and labour in installation and data 
handling. It seems reasonable that this and similar proposals would be 
given detailed study before a decision is made to proceed (perhaps 6 
to 12 months full-time investigation). In this planning stage, the 
objectives of the study would be defined in precise detail~ the data 
to be collected and how it is to be analysed would be set out g com-
parisons made of alternative means of collecting the data and the 
optimal method selected, and the coordination of the study with other 
parts of the overall research program worked out. 
Data collection must be fully integrated with data analysis, and 
it is in the planning stage that this integration should be ensured. 
In no other science is the tradition of data collection without set 
purpose so ingrained as in hydrology. 
It must be recognised that the problem of evaluating changes in 
the land use regime is an extremely complex one and more attention 
must be given to fundamental studies of physical processes than is done 
at present. Planning of what studies to undertake, and how they should 
be undertaken, is a full research project in itself, as should be 
evident by the scope of existing methods and techniques covered in 
this paper. Yet, the method of planning which has been chosen in both 
Australia and New Zealand is to set up committees. To repeat what has 
been said many, many times before, research by committee is futile and 
ridiculous. 
In the U.S.A., the three government agencies participating in the 
Cooperative Water Yield Procedures Study each provided a technical 
expert full time for two years to investigate and report on how to 
study the effects of land treatment on water yield. The difference 
between the time allocated to this planning and the time allocated to 
similar planning in New Zealand and Australia is most marked. 
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